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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM:, DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USI!!D, 
AND SOURCES OF DATA 
The aim of education is to develop the whole child. 
It is not enough to equip him with technical skills. He 
must also have opportunities to develop his aesthetic 
personality. He should be given knowledge of the arts as 
well as the sciences, and should have many and varied 
experiences in the arts. 
The junior high age is a time when the child begins 
to think, question, and explore for himself. It music is 
to play an important part during his junior high school as 
well as in his later years, the junior high school program 
must be challenging and appropriate to the level of the 
child. 
I. THE PROBLEM 
Statement 2t ~ problem. The purposes ot this 
study were as follows: (1) to examine the development ot 
the junior high school movement and the purpose or music 
education in the junior high school; (2) to discuss the 
physical, mental, emotional, and social characteristics or 
2 
the adolescent; and (3) to establish a set of criteria fer 
the selection of junior high school choral music which would 
meet the needs ef the developing adolescent. 
Importance 2! ~ study. A great deal of attention 
has been focused on the junior high school in the past few 
years. It has been in existence for a relatively short 
time, and contains one of the most challenging age groups, 
namely, the adolescent. Many educators have written about 
the junior high pupil and the curriculum for his school 
program. Information about music in the junior high school 
is not lacking. It is possible to find many music teachers 
in agreement as t,o what constitutes a good program in the 
junior high school. 
Leonhard and House have said that: 
••• the primary, overriding objective of music educa-
tion must be to develop the innate musical responsive-
ness of every individual to the highest possible level 
and to nurture and expand his potential for aesthetic 
experience.(22:88) 
Musical groups, such as the choral organizations, are 
considered a necessary part of a good music program for they 
offer the child aesthetic experiences. Another reason why 
the musical groups would be an important part of the music 
program is because they meet the need of the child for group 
acceptance and a desire to join and be a part of a group. 
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Adolescence is also one of the most musically trying 
times in the life or the child. His body is rapidly growing, 
and with his body growth comes changes in his voice. Without 
proper handling, the child may not have any pleasant experi-
ences in vocal music, and as a result, may avoid singing. 
Therefore, it is important for the junior high school music 
teacher to have a good knowledge or his students. He must be 
cognizant of their physical, emotional, and intellectual 
capabilities. 
The quality of a choral group is determined not only 
by the capabilities of the director and students, but also by 
the material used. The selection of music is one or the 
director's most important jobs. Although there is a wealth 
or music published, it is difficult to find good music for 
the junior high chorus. Many octavo numbers are excellent 
for the junior high voices, but are not listed specifically 
for that age group. The director must employ evaluative 
criteria in the selection of music appropriate for the junior 
high school student. 
II. DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED 
Adolescence. Stone and Church define adolescence as 
"• •• the entire period that begins with the pubescent growth 
spurt and ends ••• with full social maturity."(33:269) For 
4 
this study, it shall mean the period of growth which occurs 
during the junior high school. 
Junior high school. Throughout this study, the term, 
junior high school, shall mean grades seven through nine. 
Oriteria. Webster defines the term criteria, as a 
"• •• standard of judging." Therefore, criteria shall refer 
to characteristics by which the music can be judged. 
Qhoral organization. .b'or this study, the term, choral 
organization, will mean the select group which sings ~TB, or 
mixed voice music. 
Alto-tenor. In this study, the term, alto-tenor, 
shall mean the changing voice of the boy. lt is sometimes 
referred to by others as cambiata, boy-tenor, or changing 
voice. 
Tessitura. The term, tessitura, shall mean the pre-
dominant range of' any part in the vocal score. 
lii. SOURCES OF DATA 
The information f'or this study was found in books, 
periodicals, theses, and pamphlets. From the information 
examined, a set of criteria was established f'or use in 
judging junior high school choral music. The writer then 
used the established criteria in examining representative 
pieces of octavo music. 
IV. ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS 
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The first chapter of this thesis includes the state-
ment of the problem, the importance,ef the study, the sources 
ef the data, and the organization of the remainder of the 
thesis. A review of related investigations is found in 
Chapter II. Chapter III presents a summary of the history of 
the junior high school movement in the United States, and the 
place of music education in the junior high school. The 
fourth chapter is devoted to a discussion of the physical, 
mental, emotional, and social characteristics of the adoles-
cent. Chapter V deals with the place of the choral organi-
zation in the junior high school music program, and discusses 
the criteria to be used in selecting choral music for the 
select chorus in the junior high school. The final chapter 
consists of a summary of the study, and some recommendations 
and conclusions. The list of the criteria evolved from this 
study may be found in the Appendix, along with the writer's 
analysis of representative selections of music suitable for 
the junior high school chorus, as defended by the results of 
the criteria used. 
OHA.PTER II 
REVIEW OJ' REL.A.'.l'ED INVESTIGATIONS 
There have been several studies undertaken which deal 
with the juaior high student aa4 his school prograa. 
Paaphlets have been publishel which deal with apeoitic 
aspects of the school prograa, aad one can find articles 
which discuss the music proaraa in the junior high school. 
The present chapter is ievoted to a review ot the 
related investigations which deal with an7 or all ot the 
tollowing tour points: · (1) music education in the junior 
hi&h school, (2) characteriatiea ot the adolescent, ()) 
choral organizations in the junior high school, and (4) cri• 
teria tor choosing junior high ehoral ausio. 
I • JWSIC EDUCATION Dl THK JUNIOR HIGH OOHOOL 
Mueller, in his article dealing with the "Social 
Nature or Musical Tast~" auggests the following runctioas 
or education: (1) to hand the social heritage of the past 
down trom generation to generation, (2) to provide the 
students with means or handling adjustment problems that 
mi&ht artae9 and ()) to give the students opportunities to 
develop all phases of their personality within the limits 
or the school situation.(56:11S} 
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Kodisett states th~t the general tunction ot education 
is to develop the student "• • • socially, economically, 
intellectually, and esthetically."(55:51) He goes on to say 
that auaic education objective• 
• • • further this developaent by helping the adolescent 
to tit into the best in his musical environment by 
building his repetoire, by developing his vocal skills, 
and by enriching his musical interpretation.(55:51) 
Righter, in explaining how music teachers can defend 
the inclusion of music in the school program or the space 
age, mentions some of the secondary values of music education 
which can be more easily understOOd by the non-musician. 
Some ot these secondary values are •sroup response, 
aubliaation ot individual interest tor the good ot the o~gani­
zation, and shared responsibility tor<.~ the care of equip-
ment •••• "(57:38) 
-.nn has also written about the defense of music in 
a technological society, but her arguaents are on a different 
plane ot though~. She states that: 
Music, therefore, must expect to carry its full and 
proper share of the responsibility tor providing the 
goals toward which techaology can assist the world 1n 
.movias: toward the goal of beauty. • • the goal ot 
creative thinkiB&, the goals of individuality and 
iaagiaation ••• the goal ot aelf•iapose4 discipline, 
the goal of profundity instead of shallowness ••• 
o:,<t.critioal evaluation • joyous preoccupation with world 
of ideas • penetrating discernment - concern tor 
well-being of our fellows - persuading the immature 
toward choosing that which is tine and exquisite and 
uique rather than thi~ which is coarse and shoddy 
aad common.(51:33) · 
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Grund made a survey of the practices used in music 
classes in Massachusetts' junior high schools, and foUD.d 
that the following courses were usually offered as electives: 
both boys' and girls' glee clubs, mixed choruses, band and 
orohestra.(6o:l4) These were offered to suppliment the 
general music class in which all students were enrolled. 
In 19~2, Horn (68) conducted a survey to determine 
the offerings of vocal music in junior high schools through-
out the United States. With the facts he obtained trom this 
aurTey, he pointed out how teachers should change their 
approach. The results indicated that m.uai.c was oa the 
incre&88 as a required course, class size was between 35-60, 
meeting twice a week, and containing heterogeneous classi-
fication. Horn maintains that the teacher's approach 
should be to plan the music courses from the social, not 
logical or technical aspect. He goes on to suggest that: 
We must teach for democracy with increasing emphasis 
upon the integration of subjects. This does not mean 
••• that music loses its identity. Rather, it finds 
greater use in other areas of learning. In this 
respect music will not be taught for the glorification 
ot the teacher or for the-glorification of a few 
talenCed individuals. Rather, it will be taught for 
the benetit of the group. un4er such circumstances 
music will provide a tool ot happiness tor adalt 
livins. 
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II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ADOLESCENTS 
Boesser, in tor.mulatin& criteria which could be used 
in the selection ot vocal and instrumental music, found it 
necessary to start with a study ot the physical and psycho-
logical needs ot the children. He point$d out that, in the 
junior high age group, changes accur in the skeletal, 
ausoular, respiratory, circulatory, digestive, reproductive, 
and nervous systems. As tar as psychological changes, he 
maintains that changes in personality occur, and the emphasis 
is on a desire to compete and to obtain attention.(62:2-6) 
Beckett set out to determine what was being done 
musically tor adolescents in Kaasachusetts. In her survey, 
she pointed out one ot the major problems ot the age group • 
they are restless, want to be treated as an adult, and yet 
are tearful ot what might be expected ot them as adults.(61:03) 
Abel teels that the aost important tactor relevant to 
and attecting the adolescent's musical education ~. ~ • is 
the growth and expansion ot his (and to a lesser degree, her) 
vocal chor4s."{50:74) 
D'Andrea, besides mentioning the changing voice, lists 
other physical growths that occur at the junior high age: 
basic structure enlarges and there is an increase in height, 
weight, length ot arms and size of teet.{53:75) He goes on 
to describe the mental growth as evidenced by the desire of 
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the adolescent "• •• to know aot only the 'how', but also 
the 'why'."(53:76) The adolesoent is curious as to causes 
and motives and is capable or deeper levels ot understanding 
ot abstract oonceptiona. 
Aa tar as social characteristics are concerned, 
D'Andrea says that the adolescent has a gregarious nature, 
and the gang spirit ia important. However,"too often this 
is manifest ia the formation ot small social groups or 
cliques •••• "(53:75) 
III. CHORAL ORGANIZATIONS 
In l93S, Hilty ooa4uete4 a survey to determine the 
practices ot the junior high school select mixed chorus in 
Ohio. He telt that in the modern ourriculu., which was 
trying to meet the needs ot the individual child, it a 
music prosram were to be effective in carrying out this :.) 
objective, special selected groups were necessary.(67:1) 
Lanigan, in 1959, ooapleted a similiar study ia 
Kasaaohuaetta, and round that the majority of the educators 
ooapleting the questionnaire agreed that the basic purposes 
ot choral groups at this age were: "(l) to provide 
enrichment for the participants, and (2) to develop musician-
ship through the varied teohniQY4S of choral music rehearsal 
and pertor.aanoe."(70:S7) 
Abel, in his discussion of the place of the choral 
organization, says that adults have a tendency to overlook 
the need that 
social-musical group activities, such as chorus, band 
and orchestra, satisfy tor the 4dolescent. With these 
musical groups a sense of ego support as well as social 
peer prestige is engendered while offering an opyortu-
nity for the individual's selt-expression.(50:76 
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Beckett suggests that the choral organization should 
provide a variety of types of songs for the student to sing, 
namely, "• •• folk songs, racial and national music, art 
songs and ballads, church music, part songs, opera selections, 
melodies from instrumental works, and popular songs."(61:10) 
IV. CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH CHORAL MUSIC 
In her study, Lanigan found that the teachers 
questioned were agreed that there was a need for more choral 
material "• •• specifically adapted to adolescent voice 
ranges."(70:62) In particular, they stressed the need fer 
more music which would fit the male adolescent voice range. 
(70 :62) 
Mueller feels that a knowledge of available music 
for the adolescent is not enough as a prerequisite for a 
good teacher. Rather, he feels that a good teacher is one 
who knows the function of music, has 
" • • • 
some criteria 
regarding a desirable type ot music to propagat~"(5b:ll~) 
under studs contemporary music and .Ltnows how to work with 
people.(56:ll~) 
In reviewing relevant literature, Modisett round a 
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lack of standards tor ohoosiD& compositions which all 
students should know, • ••• no standard ror the nature and 
the extent of the vocal skills that ought to be developed, 
aDd no standaras ot musical interpretation."(55:5l) 
Different people have set out to deter~ne the kinds 
ot junior high music prosrams found in their states, and 
what kinds or criteria different educata~s feel are important. 
Hilty, in his survey ot choral practices in Oh1o,~·row1cl that 
educators listed the rollowing criteria as being important 
in choosing junior high choral ausio: {l) the songs must be 
beautiful and interesting, (2) the repetoire will be limited 
by the jmmaturity and ability of the Juvenile voice, {)) the 
voice ranges of each song must meet the vocal ranges ot each 
voice claasitioation, and (4) varietr ot song material should 
be present.(67) Sullivan also reels that the range 
"• • • should lie within the vocal limits of the majority 
of the group singing that part."(73:2) He does say that it 
-is permissible to have a few notew above or below the 
accepted range. 
In determining what range he relt would be good to 
use, Sulliv~ tested 380 boys and 399 girls rrom two junior 
high schools in O~gon. With the information from these 
testa, he proposed the following ranges: 
lst soprano nl to F~ alto-tenor small g to F1 
2nd soprano C to1~ tenor great ~ to small bb alto amall b to B bas4 great A to amall a 
1) 
He then applied these ranges to representative junior high 
school chorus material aDd found that unison songs generally 
did not work out, and recommended instead mixed voice 
arraagemen.ts. ( 7 3: 113) 
Lanigan's surTey reTealed that many of the teachers 
felt the range of the alt~·te.aor to be short, containing only 
tour or :f'iTe tones. They also felt that the break in the 
Toioe could occur frequently, and that the alto-tenor should 
sing 4ariag his Toioe change and use his upper tones a great 
deal. (70: 59) 
Ia her thesis on junior choral groups, Jordan 
discussed such elements as the organization, vocal methods, 
rehearsal procedures, and the boy's changing voice. In her 
discussion of the changing voice she mentions the following 
symptoms to be aware ot when working Wl~h adolescent voices: 
a change ot quality and pitch, the speaking voic• •ecoming 
husky and lacking control• aad also becoming much heavier in 
"tone.{69) 
Kueller found ditficul"t "to determine which music to 
use because the most important criteria, in his mind, was 
whether the music was good, and he telt that good was a 
4ittioult word to define. He maintains that good has tour 
meanings: (1} it can be good for something - be utilitarian, 
(2) be gGod in that it pleases ~he person involved, (3) oon-
for.m to ~established norms or standards•(S6:119), or (4) good 
oan mean that which • ••• preswses to be independent ot 
human ~ud&ement, and which supposedly resides in the order ot 
nature.•(s6:119) 
Abel believes that a curriculum. should be planned with 
adolescent interests in J11nd.(S0:76) Wesimont conducted a 
aurYey to dete~n• what the adolescent interests were aad 
discovered the rollow1ng to be pertinent: both seventh and 
eighth grade pupils liked the compositions played on the 
listening test that they knew, and Wegimont ~tated that the 
tests indicated a direct relationship between familiarity 
and intereat.{74:68) 
D'Aadrea was also concerned about adolescent interests 
playiag an important part in the choice of ausio ror them t• 
sing. He relt.that topics such as "Death, Love, Man, God, 
Tragedy, Comedy, Strugale, as coatained 1n music, hold aad 
exercise him as perhaps no other medium of expression can.• 
()3:76} 
Cook established a set of criteria to be used in 
caooaiag music ror the elementary school choir, and after 
analyzing available literature on the subject, she evolved 
the tollowing criteria to be used: (1) suitability of music 
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te group, (2) word content, (3) melody, (4) harmony and 
a~~agement, (5) parts- range and voice leading.(63:3),34) 
These general criteria, with different speeitics, can be 
applied to the junior high schoel level. 
V. SUMMARY 
In loeking at various studies dealing with music in 
the junior high school, it was noted that music plays an 
important part in the education of the adolescent. The 
sch0ol program should educate the child socially, economi-
cally, intellectually, alld aesthetically, ud a~ic is 
particularly important in the aesthetic d•Ytlopment of the 
adolescent, as well as contributing to his secial develop-
ment. 
The physical development of the adolescent at this age 
is rapid, and not only does his body grow, but the child also 
develops intellectually, emotionally, and socially. The 
social development manifests itself in a desire to join and 
be part of peer groups. The physical development which 
affects his musical growth the most is the change of voice. 
One aspect of the music program is the choral 
erganizations, and the educators whose studies were examined 
felt that these groups should develop the child musically, 
provide him wlth group experiences, and be selective, so 
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that the musically gifted ehild would have opportunities to 
study and perform. music more advanced than that presented in 
the general music class. In ehoo&ang the music tor these 
groups to perform, the suitability of the range was stressed, 
and in particular the range ot the part tor the male adoles-
cent voice. Other criteria to be used in choosing the music 
are adolescent interests, the quality ot the music, and the 
variety ot types in the repetoire ot the junior high school 
singer. 
OHA.PTER III 
PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC EDUCATION IN TEE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Education in America;. has been under constant change. 
·The educating of children to live in a democratic society 
is a challenging task. The educational system of America 
has been influenced by cultural changes in American society, 
and by influences from other countries. 
In a democracy, the people determine what education 
shall be. As their philosophies of life or the purpose of 
j 
education or the responsibility of the individual to society 
change, the kinds of schools and subject matter in these 
schools also change. In the 'twentieth century, one of the 
most important of these changes was the introduction of the 
junior high school. 
I. DEVELOPMENT OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Until 1900, an 8-4 plan had been in use in American 
schools. There were eight years of elementary school, and 
four years of high school. It was at this time that 
educators were giving thought to the necessity of changing 
this system. There were various factors which entered into 
the desire to reorganize. Gruhn and Douglass have summar-
ized them as follows. There was a great deal of duplica~ion 
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ot instruction in the elementary school, and many telt that 
there was not enough time given to the training ot children 
tor college, tor this was done in the secondary program 
which only consisted ot tour years. In Europe the pupils 
entered secondary school at the age of 10 er ll. There was 
developing a psychology ot adolescence which stated that age 
12 rather than 14 was better suited for the beginning or 
secondary education, and with rapid expansion ot high school 
enrollments new schools were going.to have to be built, so 
this was the time to redistribute the students. By the 
change or school systems at.age 12 it was hoped that pupil 
withdrawals, which were so prevalent at the end of ninth 
grade, would be eliminated er at least checked. Also, a 
new concept or education which stressed the kind of practi-
cal studies which could not be taught in the traditional 
elementary school, an awareness of the inadequacy ot teacher 
training for the upper elementary grades, and a desire for 
more extracurricular activities on the upper elementary 
level, which would be difficult to establish in the present 
system, all led to a belief that reorganization was needed. 
{15:12) 
Committee of Ten. Considerable thought was given to 
--------------
the duplication or instruction in the elementary and second-
ary schools, and in 1892, a Committee of Ten was appointed 
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te study the subjects taught in the secondary school program. 
This committee recommended that 
• • • several subjects reserved tor high school should be 
begun in the schools classified as elementary, or as an 
alternative, that the secondary school period should begin 
two years earlier, thus leaving six years instead of eight 
tor the elementary school.(l5:13) 
The 6-6 plan became or primary interest to educators, and 
various committees worked on this retor.m. The studies made 
on pupil withdrawal influenced the thinking or the educators. 
The break between elementary and high school was abrupt, and 
came at a time when pupils could get jobs ot some kind, 
although surveys disclosed that the jobs were primarily of 
the messenger and delivery boy kind, with small pay. 
Another problem was the difference in instruction 
between the elementary and secondary schools. In the 
elementary school there was one teacher tor all subjects 
taught on one level, wbsreas in the secondary school there 
w.re different teachers for each subject. Also, in the 
elementary school drill work was stressed, and there was 
little attention given to individual differences. At the 
high school level, the instruction was geared to preparing 
students tor college, and little theught was given to those 
students whose education would terminate at the end of 
twelfth grade. 
Committee 2a College Entrance Requirements. One ot 
the first professional groups to formulate and recommend a 
specific plan to reorganize the 8-4 plan was the Committee 
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on College Entrance Requirements. Here one finds attention 
focused on the idea or the iaportance of the adolescent 
growth at the seventh grade level being important in relation 
to education. Statistics had shown that the greatest drop 
out was at the level of entering ninth, and with a change 
ot program at ·aeventh, by the time the student had progressed 
through two years ot secondary education, he would be more 
interested in continuing the program begun, and would have 
had time to adjust to the new program. Besides the prevail-
ing idea or shortening the elementary school education, the 
Committee on College Entrance Requirements, in 1899, gave 
the following reasons for a six-year secondary school: 
••• (l) the seventh grade as compared with the ninth 
grade coincides more closely with changes in the growth 
o:r the child, (2) the truaition from elementary to 
secondary education could be made more gradually, and (3) there would be greater retention ot pupils in the 
upper-elementary grades and in the high school.(l5:l9) 
J4vocates ~ !B! ~ p;an. In the first decade of 
the twentieth century, different committees proposed specific 
plans for organizing the 6-6 plan. By this time most 
educators felt it was more desirable than the 8·4 plan. 
Some of the more important reports on this reorganization 
were made by the conferences ot the academies and high 
schools cooperating with the Uaiversity of Chicago, under 
the leadership of President William P. Harper, and the 
Committee on Six-Year Courses, under the auspices of the 
~partment of Secondary Education, which, between 1905 and 
1909 presented three different reports favoring the 6-6 
plan. Although these reports did not advocate a junior 
high school as such, the emphasis they put on departmen-
talized teaching "• •• was to become one of the distin-
guishing administrative features of the early junior high 
schools."(l5:25) · 
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Establishment ~ early junior ~ schools. It was 
not until 1913 that any of these majQr committees came forth 
with a specific recommendation for a junior high school. 
Professor Suzzall9, in a special report he prepared for the 
Committee of the National Council of Education on Economy of 
Time in Education, proposed a division of secondary education 
into two schools, one to be called a junior high school, and 
the other a senior high school. Even though this was the 
first recommendation to name the junior high school, the 
reforms indicated by, previous committees were the same as 
the underlying characteristics of the early junior high 
schools, as Gruhn and Douglass point out: 
(1) better provision in the school program for the needs 
of adolescents, (2) provision for the exploration of 
pupil interests and abilities, (3) individualization of 
the instructional program, and (~) better articulation 
between elementary and secondary education.(l5:J•) 
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Although 1913 was the year ot the first national 
report :Noommending junior high schools, the years 1909-1910 
are generally accepted as the years in which the fir~t junior 
high schools were introduced. There are two places mentioned 
in connection with the first junior high; Berkeley, Califor-
ni~, and Columbus, Ohio. It appears that overerowded schools 
was the immediate reason tor the new school system in 
Berkeley. Gruhn and Douglass tell us, however, that the new 
school did not continue just as a convliniant housing idea: 
According to Superintendent Bunker, a modified instruc-
tional program was immediately introduced in these 
schools, including such new practices as the offering ot 
elective courses, the introduction ot foreign languages, 
enrichment in the content and method of instruction, 
and departmentalized teach1ng.(l5:38} 
The idea ot the junior high school spread to other 
cities, and different factors entered into the growth ot the 
number of schools. Overcrowded schools, due to population 
expansion and growth ot cities has been mentioned as a factor 
in the need tor reorganization. Some regional influences 
were also present. In the south, tor instance, the growth 
was slower, possibly due to the fact that with double school 
systems caused by segregation, the cost of building additional 
schools would be prohibitive, and overcrowded conditions would 
not be as prevalent. However, Gruhn and Douglass have stated 
one of the most important and praise-wort~reasons for 
reorganization, namely "• •• the desire of educato_rs, parents, 
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and other citizens for an educatioaal program which would 
best meet the needs of adolescent youth in America."(l5:41) 
Functions !.t !!'!!, juaior !!!i!! school. With the 
acceptance and presence of junior high schools, educators 
began turning their attention to the functions of the junior 
high school. Studies were made by Briggs, in 1920, and by 
Smith, in 1925, as to the functions. In 1927. the Commission 
on the Curriculum of the ~partaent of Superintendents of the 
National Education Association investigated the special 
purposes of the junior high schoel, basing their information 
on the professional literature from 1920 to 1927. A more 
recent study, in 1937, dealing with the functions of 
secondary education was proposed by the Department of 
Secondary School Principals. Gruhn and Douglass have summa-
rized the statements as follows: 
1. 
2. 
). 
6. 
To effect economy of time in education. 
To reduce the elimination of pupils from school. 
To bring about closer articulation between elementary 
and secondary education. 
To provide an educational program suited to the needs, 
abilities, and interests of children during early 
adele scence. 
To provide vocational training for those pupils who 
are likely to leave school early. 
To provide opportunities and facilities for guidance 
of pupils in making personal, social, educational, 
and vocational decisions and adjustments. 
To provide more satisfactorl,ly tor meeting the 
differences that exist among the needs, interests, 
and abilities of individual stuoants. 
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8. To provide opportunities for pupils to discover, 
explore, and develep potential interests, abilities, 
and aptitudes. 
9. To proVide tor those conditions which will lead to 
w.ll-integrated learning outcomes tor the individual. 
10. To provide increasingly tor socializing experiences. 
(15:52) 
Revised functions ot ~ junior high school. Sine• 
the junior high school has been in existence, several of the 
conditions requiring its early inception no longer are 
present. Other problems and needs have arisen. With expe-
rience gained in working ~th a junior high school as a 
separate unit comes knowledge ot the students and their needs, 
and the present role of the junior high school. Gruhn and 
Douglass have stated the revised functions as follows: 
(1) Integration, (2) Exploraaioa, (3) Guidance, (4) Differen-
tiation, (5) Socialization, and (6) Articulation.(l5:59-60) 
Integration means not only developing the junior high 
program as a three year unit, but also integrating different 
subjects with each other and integrating the student's 
personality. As Noar points out, in relation to the effec-
tiveness of the junior high school: 
Its accomplishment can be expected to a greater degree 
when the program centers attention on the factors which 
produce personality adjustment and mental health. These 
are fundamental in the modern junior high school.(27:5) 
Exploration was often offered through extra-curricular 
activities and segregated shop and home economics courses tor 
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boys and girls respectively. In the modern junior high school, 
these same courses are offered to boys and girls together, as 
well as practical experiences in the working world, social 
life, and job opportunities. 
In all schools, guidance is taking on more importance. 
I 
Educators are realizing that in order for an advisor to be 
effective in helping a student, he must have time to get to 
know the child as an individual. A homeroom period set aside 
for guidance is not sufficient. Some schools have assigned 
a limited number of students to a teacher for guidance, and 
student-teacher time during the day has been provided for 
this. Other schools are hiring trained personnel for 
guidance only. This person works with both students and 
teachers as well as parents, and not enly helps the students 
find themselves, and the teachers understand how to deal with 
the different students, but also works with outside specialists, 
in the case of severe emotional, mental, or physical problems 
in a student. 
Differentiation in the modern junior high school is 
sometimes accomplished by assigning work to each child to 
meet his capabilities. Therefore, in one given situation, 
there would be varying levels of difficulty in assignments. 
Also, the special classes for the mentally retarded are being 
freed from specific course conten~ and the teachers work 
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with the students on their level and at their rate'of speed. 
Elective or advanced courses are provided for the gifted. 
Providing and encouraging different kinds of social 
experiences are part of the junior high school program. 
Again, much of this can be accomplished in the classroom 
situation where students are encouraged to work together, 
rather than separately and in competition with one another. 
Teachers are providing situations in which the students may 
have a successful experience. 
As far as articulation is concerned, its purpose is 
explained by Noar in the following manner: 
The program and activities are planned so that the 
children get many experiences and much help in accepting 
themselves, each other, adults, and the conditions of 
life in today's world.\27:21) 
The functions of the junior high, when fulfilled, 
provide a school situation which is conducive to meeting the 
needs of youth. These needs have been simply stated by Noar 
in the list below: 
1. The need for affection and security, which create 
feelings of being wanted and a sense of belonging-
ness. 
2. The need for recognition and reward. 
3. The need for achievement and success, which help to 
create feelings of adequacy. 
4. The need for fun and adventure.(27:3l) 
II. MUSIC ED'OOATION IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Before being able to determine the value of the 
choral organization in the junior high school music program, 
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it is necessary to understand the purpose of music in the 
life of the junior high school student. We have seen the 
development of the junior high school in the twentieth cen-
tury, and at this time a summary of the evolution of music 
in the junior high school will be undertaken. 
Early music education proarams. In the early stages 
of the junior high school, music continued much the same as 
it was ill the high school. Drill work was paramount and 
little attention was given to the attitude of the students 
toward music. In the year 1918, the Music Supervisor's 
National Conference attempted to evaluate the junior high 
school music education program. Teachers felt that the 
program was ineffective, but found it difficult to say why. 
One of the principals attending the meeting felt that if 
music were a course in which drill work was the most impor• 
tant element, and no enjoyment of music resulted from all 
this drill work, then the study of music should not be 
included in the junior high school curriculum. 
The Commisston on Reorganization of Secondary Educa-
tion, in 1918, appointed Will Earhart and Osborne McConathy 
to prepare recommendations for music in the secondary school. 
They stated that enjoyable, varied singing, particularly in 
the seventh grade, should be stressed. In instrumental music 
the major emphasis was on orchestra. They recommended the 
formation of mora bands. 
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Music memory contest. Music appreciation was 
becoming more important, due to the advent of the phonograph. 
In its early stages, music appreciation was approached in the 
same drill-like manner that had been used toward sight-sing-
ing. One of the devices used to promote interest in muSic 
appreciation was the music memory contest. 
An ambitious father, Tremaine, was the .actual innova-
tor of this idea. He owned a phonograph and had an extensive 
record library, yet his children did not take advantage of 
the good music within their reach. In order to interest 
them in listening to the music, he made a contest out of the 
information he wanted them to.know. Educators took his idea 
and evolved the following test for their school students: 
students were given a list of 30 to 50 compositions with the 
names of the composers. They were to tell the story of the 
composition and the biography of the composer. The one who 
learned the most facts was the winner of the contest. It 
was assumed that while learning the facts the students would 
become interested in the music. 
It is interesting to read the proceedings of the 
Music Supervisor's National Conference during the twenties, 
for many articles were written about the music memory con-
test. In 1921 Hildebrant described the music memory contest 
in small rural schools. The importance given to drill work 
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over the aesthetic experience gained while listening to 
music, which educators today teal is important, is evidenced 
in·her statement of the purpose ot music appreciation: 
It is not sufficient tor a.pupil to~ good muBac, 
though of course knowledge is essential. It is not 
sufficient tor a pupil to enjol good music, tor all 
the pleasure that that capability affords. It is 
not sufficient tor a pupil to be able to s~y sin-
cerely, "I love good music." He must use good musmc. 
That is the-acid test ot appreciation.(39:73) 
She goes on to explain that the purpose ot the music memory 
contest was to interest,the pupils in good music, and the 
parents would become interested through their children. Ia 
time it was believed that the whole community WDUld become 
musical, or at least interested in the school music program. 
Another practice at this time to interest students 
and parents alike in listening to good music was the type 
et concert called a "moment musical." A list of compositions 
to be performed by the students was divided into groups of 
five numbers each, which were then played in different rooms. 
Each program was played continuously, and the price of admis-
sion was one cent. Many would try to hear all the composi-
tions before the end of the evening. 
In 1922 Peter Dykema wrote an article for the Music 
Supervisor's National Conference in which he stated the 
following purpose tor the music memory contest: 
A little training for a few years on 30 to 50 of the 
finer things in music will soon place in the class of 
eld friends the main numbers in current use on every 
musical program of worth. These are the underlying 
ideas of the project which called forth and have 
maintained and developed asteuadingly the Music Memory 
Contest.(36:114) 
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Ia 1923, Williams wrote an article dealing with both 
the advantages and disad•antages of the music memory con-
test. It had been in use long enough for some to question 
its worth, yet educators felt the formal aspects of music 
to still be the most important. In order to win the contest, 
Williams said, "• •• no special musical talent is required, 
only thoughtful and prolonged attention and a good memory." 
{49:126) 
Social ~ emotional aspects ~ music education. In 
1924, the Music Supervisor's National Conference had its 
first sectional meeting on music in the junior·high school. 
At this time Earhart stressed the social relationships that 
were evolving at this stage in the development of the child. 
In relation to choral singing he mentioned that with social 
consciousness becoming more important, "• •• mass chorus 
practice and social singing is at hand •••• "(37:156) It 
was at this time that Earhart also proposed the following 
course of study which was in use in the Pittsburg Junior 
High Schools: 
1. To give all pupils the knowledge of music, the 
freedom in expression, the sympathy for certain impor-
tant phases of musical art, and the socializing spirit 
that comes from singing. 
-2. To enable the pupils generally, by extension of 
the course to other forms of musical instruction,to 
become familiar with, and appreciative of the world's 
best music. 
3. To provide such a selection of subjects as will 
enlarge the pupil ot any kind or degree of musical 
i.ater~st~ ·large:_o.r .. ,Sma.ll, · ..to.~ebtain musical training 
suitable in form and amount. 
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4• Through specialized technical instruction, to give 
the pupil ef special technical interest the equipment for 
vecatienal service which shall be frotitable both to 
himself and to society. (37:159·160 · 
During the 1920's, the time allotment tor music was 
generally two periods per week. At this time, credit was 
usually given for music. At first music had been completely 
extra-curricular, but gradually it had become accepted as a 
subject in the school day. In 1935 Archie N. Jones conducted 
a survey ot the status of music as a credit subject, and 
found that, although it was several years before schools 
would recognize instrumental study, particularly private or 
group lesso.rua:, by the 1920's the majority of schools gave 
credit tor music, and the result of his survey showed the 
majority of schools, by 1935, giving credit tor not only the 
formal music classes, but also some ensembles.(40:170) 
Weigand, in his survey ot junior high music, gives 
the following information from the monograph published by 
the Univerwity ot Ohioago in 1924. The required courses ot 
music in their order of frequency are: "• •• sight reading, 
song singing, interpretation, voice management, elementary 
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theory, and appreciation."(59:57} It can be seen from this 
listing that vocal music was still the major emphasis. How-
ever, in 1925, the National Research Council or Music Educa-
tion •mphasized general music. 
One or the most significant publications in the 30's 
was Lilla Belle Pitt's book Music. Integration in !!!! Junior 
High School. This book deals almost exclusively with the 
general music class. However, music appreciation was still 
or prime importance. Her book starts out with the following 
statUJ.ent: 
Appreciation is the immediate aim and the ultimate end 
of the music education program in the junior high school. 
We wish to develop more discriminating and more intelli-
gent consumers or music, but above all we expect ~usical 
Appreciation" to carry over into "Life Appreciation." 
(29:1) 
Another important author of the 1930's was Karl Gehrkens, 
and his book Mus;io in lli_ Junior High School reflects some 
of the changes that were taking place in the music program. 
Dykema, in the introduction to Gehrkens' book, makes the 
following contribution: 
In the divisions or the school system both before and 
after the junior high school, the stress is upon what is 
learned. • • • But in the junior high school it is upon 
the life or the student, what he is interested in, how he 
can gain command or himself, and how he can be guided into 
normal development in what oftentimes is a tumultuous 
period in his growth.(l4::x:iv) 
Training £! music teachers. Gehrkens discusses one 
or the factors involved in the change of emphasis - the 
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ability and training or the music supervisor. In the early 
1900's, seventh and eighth grade music consisted mainly of 
a group or 35 to 45 pupils led in singing. This was 
usually done by the grade teacher who had little or no musi-
cal training. Music class was held daily, or tri-weekly, 
and once a month, or sometimes more frequently, the music 
supervisor visited the class. He might teach the class or 
observe the class, and then work with the grade teacher 
afterwards, giving suggestions on what to do. 
With the advent of the junior high school as a 
separate entity, courses were offered tor music supervisors, 
and teachers began going to colleges, conservatories or 
normal schools for anywhere from one to four years. Finally, 
as Gahrkens po&nts out: 
The Research Council of the MENC (then the Education 
Council of the Music Supervisor's National Conference) 
worked out and sponsored a four-year course leading to 
a degree and within a very short time four years had 
become the standard length of time for the music 
supervisor to spend in study.(l4:~) 
Junior high school music curriculum. Gehrkens goes 
oa to discuss the curriculum recommended for the music 
program in the junior high school. In seventh and eighth 
grade, general music should be required for at least two 
periods, forty-five minutes each. The pupils may be grouped 
by musical ability er by their age. In eighth,grade the 
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pupils may be allowed to substitute elective courses in music 
tor the general music class. However, this would tend to 
weaken the general music class,· so the program would be 
stronger if all took general music. The electives offered 
would be glee clubs for boys, glee clubs for girls, elemen• 
/ 
tary and advanced piano classes, string classes, beginners 
band or wind class, orchestra, band,, individual instruction 
under private teachers, and in the eighth grade or nlnth 
grade, music theory. These electives should meet two to 
five times a week.(l4:31) 
In 1940, the first outline of a program of music 
education was prepared by the Music Educators National Con-
terence. The recommendations tor'the junior high school 
were almost identical with those advocated by Gehrkens in 
1935. The conference appointed a curriculum committee, and 
the resultsof the reports were published in a book entitled 
Music Education Source ~· This was first published in 
1947. Concerning the junior high school music program, the 
committee recommended that: 
1. The major purpose of music at the junior high school 
level is to continue the educational and cultural 
proctlsses begun previously rather than the exploita-
tion of groups for public performance. Small per-
terming ensembles are very desirable. 
2. To the degree that it is possible, in all planning 
there should be student-teacher collaboration. 
3. The junior high school program should be planned 
within the limits of administrative advisability to 
permit the student to have both vocal and instrumen-
tal experience. 
4. At least five periods per week should be included, 
if necessary, dividing the time among instrumental, 
vocal, and general music activities. 
;. A minimum of six periods per day {preferably seven) 
should be in effect in the junior high school and 
senior high school in order that the student may 
have enough time tor a variety or activities. 
Naturally, this includes all activities and not 
merely those pertaining tG music.{24:10) 
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The second source book published by the Music 
Educators National Conference, Music In American Education, 
continued the same recommendations as in 1947, only they 
added some suggestions. First, in order to be able to 
study the junior high problems more effectively, they 
recommended that in the future, publications dealing with 
junior high school music problems would be in separate 
pamphlets or books, rather than included with senior high 
information. ~so, continued emphasis should be placed on 
the training of junior high music teachers, with workshops, 
clinics, and demonstrations helping in this jab. At state 
and division meetings there should be more junior high 
sessious.(41:107} 
Philosophy or music education. In 1959, the Music 
Educators National Conference published a pamphlet entitled 
The Music Curriculum in Secondary Schools. This was pre-
pare4 for the National Association of Secondary School 
Principals, and was in the style ot questions and answers. 
In answer to the question concerning the purposes of music 
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education in the secondary school~ eight basic reasons were 
given. The first purpose is "• •• to disseminate the 
cultural aspects of music as an art."(44:5) In doing this 
the aesthetic values should be emphasized so that a greater 
understanding 0f the true beauty and greatness of music 
will be obtained. 
To develop the whole child, schools must provide 
emotional and aesthetic outlets as well as intellectual ones. 
Man is a composite of many characteristics, one of which is 
the desire to express, experience, and share emotions. Ideas 
can be expressed verbally, but men have found that language 
is not satisfactory in expressing emotion. This requires 
an art. A poet expresses an emotion through his poetry, and 
Mursell has put forth the idea that "· •• music is wordless 
poetry."(25:23) 
Langer goes into a great deal of detail on the power 
of music to express human emotions, and on the need that 
man has to symbolize his emotions. She says: 
Because the forms of human feeling are much more con-
gruent with musical forms than with the for.ms of 
languages, music can reveal the nature of feelings 
with a detail and truth that language cannot approach. 
(20:235} I 
SJa•- goes on to explain the ,.language of music in the following 
manner: 
The imagination that responds to music is personal and 
associative and logical, tinged with affect, tinged with 
bodily rhythm, tinged with dream, but concerned with a 
wealth of formulations for its wealth of wordless know-
ledge, its whole knowledge of emotional and organic 
experience, of vital impulse, balance, conflict, the 
wars Gf living and dying and feeling.\20:244) 
Art has also been described as the values of a 
civilization. However, some have felt that these values 
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were too abstract and meaningless. Art is good for enjoyment, 
but it is not a basic reality in the world of today. The 
Music Educators National Conference has ex~ressed the follow-
ing statement to refute that idea: 
History is proof that the values which a civilization 
accepts for itself determine whether or not that civili• 
zation will flourish or perish. Therefore, in pointing 
out that values are the measure of culture, and culture 
the measure of man's ability to survive, we are dealing, 
not with abstractions, but with the most practical of 
all real1ties.(45:13) 
The second purpose of music education advocated by 
the Music Educators National Conference is to use music as a 
means of teaching students about other people, for music 
breaks down national b~rriers and by singing songs of other 
countries, they have a better understanding of those people. 
Third, each child should be given the opportunity to develop 
knowledge, appreciation, and skill in music. For some, music 
may become a profession. A fourth purpose is "• •• to 
educate children in the use and worth of music in hom,, ~church, 
and community."(44:6) This idea is in relation to the know-
ledge of "good taste" which every child should have. Music 
should be used as a recreation, avocation, or hobby, and 
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making students aware or this is the fifth purpose. Sixth, 
music can do much to release tensions and help people to 
relax. It is the school's responsibility to recognize and 
develop gifted children in music so that society will have 
musicians. This is purpose number seven, and lastly the 
"eighth purpose of music education is to use it as a means 
et developing social relationships, desirable conduct, 
feelings of responsibility, and group c•operation."t4~:6) 
Mursell stresses the necessity of bringing children 
"• •• full, rich, varied experiences of musical enjoyment." 
(2~:37) He goes on to explaia why he places enjoyment as 
the first or his objectives. It music, as an art, is essen-
tially aesthetic, and conveys an emotion, the teaching of 
facts, by themselves, will not convey the real music. The 
listener or participant must have a desire to relate these 
facts to the underlying emotion ot the music. He cannot 
remain intellectually interested but emotionally passive. 
With enjoyment comes understanding. For example, the "Halle-
lujah Chorus" is a tribute to the greatness of God, but if 
the singer or listener does not like the "Hallelujah Chorus," 
he will not experience any feelings about the greatness or 
God, and therefore will not derive the real value from the 
music. 
Leonhard and House, in a recent publication, have 
set forth fifteen basic tenets of philosophy of music educatioa. 
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In many- ways they sum up the recent developments in the 
philosophies of music education. They- feel that art results 
from ft ••• man's need to transform his experience symboli-
oally."(22:100} Music is similiar to the forms of human 
feeling in that it "• •• symbolizes the movement of feeling 
alternating between struggle and fulfillment, intensity and 
release, rise and fall, movement and repose, and even life 
and death."(22:100) Sino• music deals with human feelings, 
experiences in music must be "teelingful experiences," and 
work done in m~sic must be done with this fact in mind. 
Leonhard and House go on to say that everyone is capable ot 
symbolizing his experiences, and needs to do this, so muaio 
education should develop his responsiveness and provide him 
with aesthetic experiences. Each child should be provided 
with a variety of experiences so that he can develop his 
potential to the highest level, and even though all kinds of 
music will be included in the program, and all will be of 
good quality, those experiences which stress musical rather 
than extra-musical values should be emphasized. However, 
ether values will develop, such as worthy use of leisure 
time, opportunities to be part of peer social groups, and 
epportunities to develop talent.(22:100-102) 
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III. SUMMARY 
Late in the nineteenth century, .Am.erican educators 
felt the need to reorganize the 8-4 system which was in use 
at the time. There were various reasons given to support 
this idea, such as duplication of instrudtion, child growth 
patterns, pupil withdrawal, and a desire to otter subjects 
not included in the traditional program. The Committee of 
Ten, meeting in 1892, recommended a new division of six 
years for elementary and six for secondary education. This 
was supported by the Committee on College Entrance Require-
ments, and by the first decade of the twentieth century, the 
6-6 plan was in use. 
Berkeley, California, and Columbus, Ohio, were the 
first two towns to build two divisions of the secondary 
school program, calling one the junior high school and one 
the senior high school. The functions of the junior high 
school were to provide for the needs of the adolescent, to 
give them opportunities to explore various fields of endea-
vor, to permit individual instruction, and to enable better 
articulation between the elamentary and secondary school 
program. As the junior high school developed, new functions 
became important, such as integration, guidance, and sociali-
zation, to mention a few. 
In the 1910's the music program in the secondary school 
began to be evaluated and curriculum changes proposed. A 
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variety of singing experiences were suggested, along with the 
formation of bands and orchestras. With the advent of the 
phonograph, music appreciation became more important, and the 
rise of the music memory contest increased the interest in 
le arlling musil.c. 
In the 1920's, attention was given to the music program 
in the junior high school, with emphasis on the social growth 
ef the child and the help that music could have in this 
development. Vocal music was more important than any of the 
ether offerings at this time, but more attention was begin-
ning to be given the general music class. Pitt was an 
important writer of junior high school music philosophies 
concerning the general music class, as was Gehrkens. 
As the junior high school music program developed, it 
was necessary to train the teachers more thoroughly, until 
finally a four year program leading to a degree was the out-
come. The junior high schoel curriculum at this time included 
general music in both seventh and eighth grades, with differ-
ent vocal and instrumental elective groups as well as theory 
classes and individual lessons. 
The philosophy of music education, as it evolved, led 
to several stated purposes. First, music as an art, as an 
aesthetic experience, should be taught. Also, musi~ can 
teach students of other people and can provide them with a 
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r•oreation, or to some, a profession. The program should 
give each child knowledge and skills in music which will 
enabl• him to develop his talent, and his understanding and 
appreciation of good music. Lastly, music education should 
be used to develop social relationships and group cooperation. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPIL 
The junior high school pupil is a challenge, an enigma, 
a d·i:t'ficult and wonderful human being. He not only is an 
ever-changing personality to adults, but also to himself. 
What is he, h.e'·a an adolescent. This can be a misleading term., 
tor depending on one's personal experience with adolescents, 
the term. can have positive or negative connotations. The 
attempt in this chapter will be to discuss brietly those 
characteristics which are common to most adolescents. 
The term adolescence as 4etined by Stone and Church, is: 
"• •• the entire period that begins with the pubescent growth 
spurt and ends •••. with tull aooial maturity."(33:269) How-
ever, adolescence is more than just a physical phenomenon. It 
is a time when the adolescent attempts to find himself. This 
is manitested as selt-consoiousness and a desire to reject 
parental authority for the new rules of the peer group. The 
adolescent does not completely reject his parents, but rather 
moves back and forth between the home and peer groups, trying 
to become an independent adult, yet not desirous ot coapletely 
separating himself from the environment he knows. 
This is also a period ot continuing adjustment for the 
child. During childhood the growth rate of the average child 
and his peers was generally the same. In adolescence, however, 
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growth chaag•s are not only rapid, but also at varying speeds. 
He must learn \e adjust constantly to changes in himself and 
at the same time adjust to changes in others. Adults expect 
more ot him and at the same time he must learn to meet the 
resp•nsibilities ot growing up. In general, then, adolescence, 
as Jersild points out, is a time of conversion from childhood 
to adulthood. Biologically, the adolescent is capable ot 
procreation; socially he shifts his status from that of a 
child to a position ef adult responsibility; legally he changes 
from a minor to one who is held responsible tor his own acts; 
and psychologically, he is moving toward economic, intellectual 
and emotional self-support.(l6:l67) 
I. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
General bedy growth. As was mentioned before, 
adolescence is a period Gf gr•wth. In his early years, the 
child has been growing at a slow rate of change, but with 
adolesce-nce comes rapid grewth patterns. All parts of the body 
are affected. There is an increase of the muscles. The head 
becomes laraer, pulse slows down, and the circulatory system 
is modified. The stomach becomes longer, and due to the 
increased capacity, the child is apt to crave food. In indul-
ging, this craving may result in poor skin--pimples, acne, 
and other visible racial conditions. There is an increase ia 
strength, but due to the ~pidity ot growth, the adolescent 
may tire easily. 
This is also the time ot important growth in the 
glandular system and the sex organs. The endocrine glands 
increase in weight and tunotion, and the thymus increases 
rapidly. The pituitary growth stimulates maturation ot the 
sex glands, which in turn causes the liberation ot male and 
temale sex hor.aones into the blood stream. The sex organs 
become larger, and secondary sex characteristics appear. In 
boys there is the appearance ot pubic and arm.pi t hair, as 
well as hair on the tace, and the change ot voice. In girls, 
one ot the tirst signs ot sexual maturation is the development 
ot the breasts. Then pubic hair appears, first menstruation 
occurs, and armpit hair develops. 
Ch!.ngip.g voice. The change ot voice plays an impor-
tant part in the music program ot the junior hi$h school. 
Beattie describes the change as 
• • • due to increase in the size ot the larynx and 
length ot the vocal cords and resulting in. • • the 
lowering of pitch in the voices ot the boys and the 
altering ot quality in the voices ot girls.(2:20) 
the 
The girls' voices in the junior high are usually lighter in 
quality than the boys', and it is rare to tind a real alto. 
Gradually they assume a fuller and richer quality, and those 
destined to become altos will show a .,deepening of quality ancl 
lowering of their range. The voice change is more drastic for 
the boys because they go from the high range of childhood to 
the low voice of a aan. 
At one time it was considered dangerous tor the boy to 
sins during his voice change tor tear or damaging his larynx. 
Although this is still considered valid in some parts of 
England, most American educators feel that, instead ot being 
bar.mtul, singing is beneficial. Boys do not stop talking, 
shouting, or singing outside ot .school, therefore, guided help 
through this period of change can aid the boy in the correct 
use of his voice. Also, if a boy stops singing tor one to 
three years, it is difficult to maintain his interest in vocal 
music, and not having a chance to get used to his voice while 
it was changing, the boy is unsure ot himself and rather than 
be embarrassed in his attempts to sing, he retrains from 
singing altogether •. 
There are various names given to the boys' change ot 
voice. Some reter to it as the alto-tenor, cambiata, boy 
teuer, or changing voice. In. this paper, it will be referred 
to as the alto-tenor. The reason for this is that the range 
involved covers some of the mature alto range, and some of the 
mature teDOr range. The Music Educators National Conference 
publication Sipgins 1! 1a! Schools makes the following 
statement concerning the range of the alto-tenor: 
••• (it) may show considerable variance in range •••. 
frem four or five notes to an octave and a fourth. These 
voices may maintain an extreme range throughout the 
changing period if properly handled.(47:5) 
They go on to say that the important thing is to watch for the 
voice change (the appearance of secondary sex characteristics 
and irregularities in the speaking voice serve as warnings), 
test voices frequently so that strain due to singing on the 
wrong part won't occur, and keep him singing. A more detailed 
discus&ion of the range for both boys and girls will be found 
in the section dealing with criteria for the selection of 
music in Chapter v. 
II. :MENTAL AND EMOTIONAL CHARAOTERISTICS 
In reality, it is impossible to catalogue characteris-
tics of a human being, but in order to make a discussion of 
the child easier, this is being done. However, it must be 
remembered at all times that all these factors interact upon 
the child's growth and development, and no single characteris-
tic iatluences the child apart from his environment. 
Mental groWth. During the adolescence of a child there 
occurs practically half or the child's mental growth. There 
is a gain in I.Q. scores and memorization becomes easier. One 
et the most important growths in mental skills is the ability 
te reason and the~etore see relationships. It becomes 
frequently and increasingly important tor the teacher to 
realize these reasoning powers and not expect the child to 
leara taots because she says so. Rather, he needs to have 
explained to him the importance of the 1ator.mation to learn 
and the interrelationship ot knowledge and his growth as a 
person. As Jersild remarks, the young_ person continues to 
gain in a 
• • • horizental direction - in the sense ot increased 
intormation, knowledge, ability to draw upon past experi-
ence, increased ability to make decisions, to form judge-
ments, to exercise common sense •••• (16:183) 
Religion becomes very impor*ant at this age. The 
majority ot adolescents belong to the church of their parents 
and accept rather than reject the religion of their child-
hood. However, they give a great deal ot thought to the 
meaning ot lite and an intense interest in the "rightness" ot 
their actions and others. Many parental-adolescent oo ntlicts , 
occur because the child has an idealized tigure ot what adults 
should be and when his parents give in at all to what the 
child thinks is wrong, he is apt to be very volatile in his 
criticism ot his parents. 
Emotional changes. Eaotieaally, adolescence is a 
turbulent age. There are many tears common to adolescents but 
with uaderstanding and a healthy home envtromnent .many ot his 
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tears will not be realized. Marks and grades become important 
·because the adolescent waats to do well in the eyes ot his 
peers and please his parents. His home, both the physical 
appearuce and the area or the CGliUil.WLi ty in which it is found, 
.matter more to the child tban before. Fear of not being 
accepted because at his home is another conflict that may 
arise between the parent. and child. The child may tey to 
•make over• his parents and his ho••· 
This is a time ot many aad varied infatuations. Girls 
may .maintain hoaosexual intere.sts longer than. boys, particu-
larly with regard to crushes on older women, otten times a 
teacher. Falling in and out ot love is normal and if parents 
or teachers become too worried over these attachments, they 
may force the child to put toe much emphasis on them and he 
may continue a relationship long after he is interested, just 
to oppose his parents' wishes. These many attachments give 
the child the necessary tramewor.t tor choosing a life partner, 
because he has a ohanoe to find out what type of person he 
likes best. 
The inability to cope with problems manifests itself 
in different ways with boys and girls. Boys are more apt to 
get angry when material objects fail to function properly, 
and their anger shows ~~aelf in physical actions. They may 
seek out some form or physical activity, or even indulge in 
minor temper tantrums, with kicking and stamping. Girls tend 
JG 
to become more upset over social inadequacies and manifest 
their anger by crying. However, both sexes show an increased 
verbalization ot anger over physical response. 
Probably the most common and constant tear is based on 
the adolescent's appearance. He worries tor tear he is not 
growing fast enough, or it he is way ahead ot his friends. 
Each child wants to grow in what he considers a standard 
pattern, and deviations from this are apt to cause worry. 
Kore energy is directed towards cleanliness than before and at 
times the adolescent may peeome fastidious. Girls may spend 
hours before the mirror combing their hair, and may have a 
new hair-do every day. 
, 
Any tears connected with sexual development usually 
center around developing too slowly. It is generally regarded 
as a sign ot prestige in the peer greup when a boy's voice 
changes or a girl develops breasts. However, too rapid growth 
er extreme growth in any area et development may pose a serious 
adjustment problem to the child. 
III. SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS 
When one thinks ot an adolescent, he thinks ot the 
peer grouping which becomes iaportant at thia age. As Cole 
has said: 
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Adolescents are tremendously sensitive to social stimuli; 
no other problem seems to them as important as the estab-
lishment of themselves in their own society. They react 
faster and more deeply to the influence of their age-mates 
than to that of adults.(8:305} 
The peer group is more important than the family in 
providing models of behavior. It develops standards to which 
all aambers must adhere, in order to be included. This can 
be very trying to adults who are apt to view the peer group's 
ideals as pointless. However, this is the place where the 
child learns how to become an adult and live in a social 
culture. The group provides him with friends and opportuni-
ties for social activities. This is also the place where the 
adolescent can gain independence from adults, and he does not 
seek nor desire adult supervision of his choice of friends. 
Although external characteristics are first stressed in the 
forming of peer groups, as the child grows, he learns to seek 
out others for more than just their appearance or possession 
of material things. 
The peer grouping is not always a healthy thing. At 
this age the adolescent becomes much more conscious of differ-
ences in racial, national, economic, or religious backgrounds. 
Otten times the peer group is formed on conditions of common 
background and tend to widen the gulf between different groups 
of children. The groups become so competitive, class 
conscious, or intense in their differences that they may 
interfere with the running of' the school program. With a 
varied program in the school, and opportunities to group 
children of different backgrounds, too much social, racial, 
or economic prejudice can be avoided. 
The peer group is generally a mixture ot both boys 
and girls in equal numbers. If' not, then there is ~pt to be 
a place where the different sex groups can meet and do things 
together. These boy-girl relationships are very important at 
this age. Through the peer group the adolescents have oppor-
tunities to learn their sex role and to understand the rela• 
tionships between the two sexes, and their own responsibilities. 
The adolescent is highly aware ot the differences in the two 
sexes and may regard members ot the opposite sex with attrac-
tion or tear, depending upon his skill in talking with them. 
Belonging to this peer group is very important in a 
child's social standing. A lack ot friends or inability to 
get along with his peers can be a serious adjustment problem 
tor the child. Although the adolescent wants to be an 
individual and be recognized as such by others, he always 
wants to be accepted by the group and places their opinion 
above all else. Most all groups will have their own natural 
leaders who are followed by all members, yet within the group, 
each child has close friends in whom he confides and others 
with whom he just associate.&. As the child grows he will 
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still have many acquaintances with whom he is friendly, but 
his number of close friends will decrease and the relation-
ships will bec.Gme deeper and more lasting. 
Although the peer group is more important to the 
adolescent than the opinion of adults, he nevertheless needs 
adult recognition of his growing maturity. There is a deli-
cate balance here, for although he may crave recognition as 
an adult, he does not always want the accompanying responsi-
bilities, and when he is having trouble at school, or "out" 
with his friends, he may want to run home and be accepted as 
a child and be protectei from outside pressures. This is 
usually temporary, for the adolescent is a great joiner and 
is interested in manyaotivities heretofore undiscovered or 
avoided, and even though he may have been snubbed or hurt by 
his classmates, he will seek them out and desire to become a 
part of the group again. Stone and Church have summarized 
the kind of social consciousness found in adolescents in the 
following quote: 
Thus the actual pattern of teen-age associations is 
very intricate, based as it is on personal likes and 
,! dislikes, arbitrary class lines, and keen attention to 
the overall hierarchy of popularity within the school. 
In considering joining a club, the adolescent may be far 
less conceraed with the club's program than with who its 
members are and where he stands in relation to them - or 
where he wants to stand.(3J:285) 
IV. SUMMARY 
This chapter was concerned with a discussion or the 
physical, mental, amotional, and social characteristics or 
the adolescent. These changes occur at varying rates or 
speed in different children, and may create adjustment 
problems for some adolescents. 
The adolescent grows in size and develops his glandu• 
lar system and sex organs. The physical growth wltich is so 
important to the music program is the change or voice. Men• 
tally the adolescent acquires the ability to reason and see 
relationships, and emotionally he becomes interested in the 
opposite sex, takes a more adult view toward religion, and 
generally widens his scope and intensity or teelings. 
The social developm8nt or the adolescent is most 
readily seen in his desire to joia. !he peer groups become 
importu.t motivating forces in his life, and provide him w.ith 
opportunities to practice the variousroles he will take on as 
an adult in his society. 
CIUDRIA FOR THE EV .ALUA.TION OJ' KUBIC FOR THE SELECT CHORAL 
ORGANIZATION IN '1'BE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
!he most important objective ot music education, as 
Leonhard and House have said, • ••• must be to develop the 
iaaate musical responsiveness ot every individual to the 
highest possible level and to nurture and expand his poten-
tial tor aesthetic experience."(22:88) Therefore, a music 
education program should be comprehensive in its offerings, 
so as to give all children the greatest amount ot musical 
experience possible. One important facet ot the program "' 
would be that which is directed toward giving the more gifted 
students advanced experiences, and the select choral group 
would be an important part of these experiences. 
I. PURPOSE OF THE CHORAL ORGANIZATION 
The purpose ot the select choral organization, as 
Andrews and Leeder have said, "• •• is to provide the musi-
cally talented pupils with a aeans ot expression ot strong 
emotional and social teeling."(l:l59) Through the general 
music class all students should be given the opportunity to 
participate in a choral group. Therefore, the select group 
should be organized to m .. t the needs ot the more gifted. It 
will provide them with opportunities to study music which, as 
Beattie points out, "• •• makes greater artistie and tech-
nical demands than that studied in the general music class." 
(2:144) The richer the experience, the greater appreciation 
the pupil will acquire. 
The select group will not only giTe better students a 
chance to sing more demanding music, but will give other 
st.udents a chance to hear music which they could not perform. 
It can raise the level ot appreciation in a school by its 
performance in assemblies, and can ~nerally contribute to the 
cultural atmosphere of the sehool. 
It was mentioned in Chapter III that the adolescent is 
a great ~~er, yet is apt to be overly conscious of differ-
ences in racial, national, economic, or religious backgrounds. 
Oae ot the responsibilities ot the school program is to pro-
vide the adolescent with worthwhile organizations tor him to 
join. The musical organizations can do much to break down 
the prejudices that the adolescents acquire, tor the require-
ments ot such groups will be musical ones, rather than social, 
economic, or racial. Through singing the music ot different 
peoples and cultures, the child can learn to understand and 
accept people different than himaelt. 
As our society becames more technical, there is more 
leisure time aTailable tor people, and education tor leisure 
is becoming more and more important. Most communities have 
one or more choral groups and almost all churches have choirs, 
so students would 1De:able to participate in singing groups 
after graduating from school, aad the more experience in 
music they get in school, the greater are their chances tor 
belonging to community groups and the enjoyment received 
will be greater. 
Few schools are too small to have a select choral 
group, and, as Leonhard and House have said, some ot the 
factors which plague the instruaental groups are not present 
here. There is no castly equipment needed, nor a long train-
ing period before the student is eligible to enter the group. 
Also, there is usually not the demand tor uniforms in choral 
groups that there is in band. A choral group is versatile. 
It can participate in large and small productions, give 
special prograas at Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter, sing 
tor school assemblies, public concerts, and community affairs. 
( 22: 211-212) 
It a school system is large enough, there should be 
different kinds of select choruses, namely, boys, girls, and 
mixed groups. If it is small, the mixed chorus is probably 
the best to otter, tor as Krone saya: 
Musically, the mixed choir is the most satisfying 
because ot the greater range ot pitch and color which 
is possible with mixed voices and because the literature 
is richer tor mixed choruses.(l9:3) 
Aaother reason tor the mixed chorus is that it gives each 
part a chance to develop properly, tor extremes of range are 
not necessary tor any part because the range possible with all 
tour parts represented is extensive enough. 
There are many other reasons given tor the select mixed 
chorus. Nordholm and Blakewell have stated the benefits to 
the students as follows: 
••• they belong; they are part of a group; they must get 
along with one another and their director; they know they 
are i.JD.portant to their school and to their community. {28:97} 
Dykema and Cundiff have mentioned gaining pleasure in group 
singing; building standards of evaluation of singing; increase 
of knowledge in observing elements of good singing; developing 
poise, which at this age would be important due to rapid body 
growth and feelings of insecurity about their bodies; and an 
awareness of social responsibilities through various perfor-
.unces. (12:42.3) 
II. CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF SUITABLE WSIC 
The mixed chorus should sing a variety of music, and 
the difficulty should be consistent with the proficiency of 
the singers. It is very important tor the director to be 
familiar with a wide variety of music and to know the qualities 
or criteria that go into making a work suitable for the age 
group with which he is involved. Goodhart has said that 
• • • our aims for choral work can best be realized if 
we attempt to develop through the use of worth-while 
musical literature such habits, attitudes, and ideals, 
as are reflected in an increased love, appreciation, and 
discrimination tor the musical heritage that is ours to 
enjoy.()8:118) 
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Christy maintains that a director must not do music that is 
too easy for his group, nor music that is too difficult. He 
says it is better to do easy music well, than do a poor job 
with harder music. However, the word easy does not inter 
music of' poor quality, tor there is good music of' all ranges 
of' difficulty. It does, however, meu. that 
••• the director needs to be better acquainted with 
oheral literature in order to be able to select music 
that i* both ef' a high degree of' excellence and also 
a~propriate to the technical limitations of' his group. 
(~:86) 
The criteria tbat the director establishes will enable him 
to examine music in such a way that he will be able to choose 
those selections which are suited to the development and 
needs of' his group. 
A. RANGE AND TESSITURA 
In discussing criteria, one important consideration 
must be the range. As Goodhart says: "Music .-s.h-.o.ul:;;.d;;;. ~ 
~88-=le-.c._te-.d. !2 !!1 ~ voices-aot voices classified ~ !!! !e! 
music."()8:219) Due to the tact that the voice of' the 
junior high school student is undergoing changes, it is wise 
to a void utreaes of' ranges in any part, or constant singing 
ia the outer voice range. ~one believes that any requirement 
ot the music which would cause the voices to strain should 
eaaae the director to doubt the advisability of using that 
••lection. (19:92) Jones believes that it is wise to avoid 
extremes ot volume(l7:58), and so does Christy.(1:92) 
Sunderman stresses the importance et keeping the qualities 
et the voice parts and their abilities in mind when examining 
music. ( 34: 58) 
AS was mentioned in Chapter IV, the junior high age 
is a time or rapid body growth and change of voice. 'fhis is 
~he time when the boy's voice lowers in pitch and the girl's 
voice assumes fuller and richer qualities, and some lower in 
pitch. The range ot any one student, particularly it the 
stUdent is a boy, will vary during this tiJne, yet an over-all 
range caa and .must be established for the different voice 
parts ir one is to choose intelligently the music for the 
JUAior high chorus.1 
'!he Soprano 
~here are some varying opinions as to the raage or the 
voices, yet a general raage can be obtained that would be 
1 the laeatitioation or the pitches iavolved in the ranges 
corresponds to the following aoale: 
1\ -~& -
g-
-~ -& 
• -a-
• .C::J-
~lS·'""- b c ilE'F'''A' s'c' roat 1 Fl't.A• a•c:a. lcoe F&AB~~dep 'Q. 
.. ;JJie. 6raa:l' .srr.o.l/ 
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.·consistent with the majority of opinions examined here. 
Ceacerning the range of the soprano, the Music Educators 
Hatioaal Ceaterence publieatioa Sipgipg i! the Schools states 
it sbould be middle C to F2.(9:torewar4) In his discussion 
ot range, Sunderman divides the soprano into first, with a 
range ot G1 to G2, and s~ond, with a range of middle C to 
E2e(34:~) Krone states that the parts shouldn't go below 
small bb or a, and the first sopraao can go up to G2, and 
the second up to J:2. {19:3)} Christy, Krone, Cooper and 
llciCeazie recomm.ead specific ranges tor boy sopranos. Christy 
reoo.IIDlends .middle C to cl. ( 7: 29} Krone suggests the treble 
staff tor the first sopraao, and middle 0 to n2 or ;~b2 for 
'(;ll•~··a•oou:•fpraao •. tl9.:32t Cooper suggests middle C to EA2 
tor the second soprano(9:toreward}, and MCKenzie recommends 
middle C to G2 for the t irst soprano, and small b to E2 tor 
second soprano. (23:.30) Andrews and Leeder teal that middle 
c to F2 or a2 is a good range ror the soprano.(6:lo9) It 
would appear that an accepted range tor~..the soprano part, 
when diVision is not present, would be from middle C to F2, 
with the \essitura tro.m Jtl te n2. 
~ HANAI 1 ·Till IT¢«! : 
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The Alto 
Many educators feel that there are tew real altos in 
the junior high school, ~or taa voices are still teo imma~ure 
and rarely have the raase or a mature alto. It is best to 
have them sing iB the middle part ot their range most of the 
tiae to avoid straining the voice. Sunderman suggests small 
a to c1 tor the alto raage. ()4:4-S) This is also recommended 
by the Music Educators National Gonterenoe (47:5) and by 
KoiCenzie.(2):)0) Krone recemm.ends 4l to al or bl (19:32), 
aad Christy .suggests small a to r#1 :fer the boy alto.(7:29) 
Andrews and Leeder recommend a larger range trom small b to 
Eb2.(6tl69} The most cited range is :from small a to cl with 
the tessitura being between middle C &Ad B1• 
~ Alto-tenor 
,, 
QAMJE WH1 1tiiRI 0 
'l'he range ot the boy's changing voice is more ot a 
problem than that ot the girl's. It may show considerable 
variance :from tour or :five notes to an octave and a tourth. 
However, most educators :reel that an extensive range may be 
maintained throughout the changing period it the voice is ,, ·. 
handled oorrectl7• Krone describes the changing voice as 
being reedy in quality.(l9:.3.3) McKenzie says that another 
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criteria tor determining the presence ot the alto-tenor stage 
is the ability to sing low :r.(23:20) He gives the range tor 
the alte-tenor as small g to Ql-.(23:19) · Krone agr~es with 
this range limitation and suggests the following signs as 
indications ot the changing Toice: enlargement ot the laryax 
(Adaa~ apple). appearan,e ot tuzz, widening ot nose and race 
in general• prominence ot cheek bones, greater fullness ot 
lips, and awkward arms and legs.(l9:33-34) Sunderman believes 
the alto-tenor range should b• from small t to G1 ( 34: 4.5) , 
whereas Ceoper (9:toreward)• Andrews and Leeder (6:141)• and 
the Music Educators National Conference (41:5) state the 
range as being trom small t to cl. In this paper. small t 
to cl is suggested as the maximum range, with small g to Gl 
as the preferred range or tessitura. 
Wilt' lORA: 0 
-e 
!he Baas 
MCKenzie reels, that, while the boy is in the alto-tenor 
olassitication, and his speakiD& Teice begins to show signs 
tpt chaqing, thus torewarain& ef the major change, he Should 
be eaoouraged to use the lewer notes ot his range, and it 
possible, be put on the bass part. McKenzie feels that the 
range ot the bass part would be trom great B to middle c.(23:32) 
Oeeper suggests great :a:t> te J'l.,(9r~oreward) Sundermu 
recommends great F to Dbl (34:~5), Christy (7:29) aad Aadrewa 
and Leeder (6:11+2), great sb to nl, Krone, great Bb or B to 
small bb or middle C (19:35), aad the Music Educators Natioaal 
Cent~rence recommends great A to n1.(47:5) In this paper the 
au&&ested raage is that ot great A. to nl with the tessitura 
tra small c to .middle C. 
_JL CJ 
Literarz worth of the Text 
!he major difference between instrumental and vocal 
music is the presence ot words in choral works, so the worth 
ot the text is very important to the director and the student. 
The tirst criteria ot the te~t would be its worth apart troa 
the music. A good way to teat this ilk to read the text 
aloud, as you would a poem, to see it the ideas are well 
expressed. In additioa, as lones has said, "Are the thoughts 
expressed worthy to be studied, learned, and remembered?" 
(i7:57) Otten, the addition of a text to a famous instrumen• 
tal work is ot questionable value. Aa Ehret maintains, the 
texts which are added are interior, and these instrumental 
l 
works arranged tor chorus should be avoided.(l3:49) 
Interest of the Text 
After the text haa been analysed tor worth, and touad 
to be et merit, it should be considered in the light of the 
interests of the junior high student. This criteria ranked 
high in importance in all the sources examined, for the 
students will not do a fine job with a choral work whose 
words are either above or below them in interest or vocabu-
lary. This is true of any age level, but particularly of 
) 
the junior high student when interest will otten determine 
cooperation. Older students tend to be more willing to 
learn something they are not interested in if they reel it 
is good music, but Jones says: 
It the conductor wishes to have the intelligent and 
enthusiastic co-operation of young singers, the words 
must be worthy literature, or interest to young people, 
not obscure, or too profound, and or a literary flavor 
grateful to young minds, and to young ears as well.(l7:58) 
Ctarity or the !ext 
In coaneetion with this criteria, Christy mentions 
the clarity or idea (7:92), and Goodhart asks if the thoughts 
are comprehensible.(38:220) There are some styles or writing 
waich would confuse the meaning to the junior high student, 
aad would therefore be poor to use. A cheap version or an 
interesting subject would be better lett unsung, for it is 
wrong to develop poor standards or taste. The clarity of 
expression, as far as the audience is concerned, may be 
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determined by the style of the music. It all voices move 
simultaneously, it will be easier tor an audience to under-
stand the words. This will be more difficult with contra-
puntal music, tor the voices will moYe independently or 
each other. This is not to suggest that a director should 
avoid singing contrapuntal works, but that the number or 
works in this style might best be limited in any one program.. 
Text and Imagination 
It was mentioned before in Chapter IV that one of the 
prime purposes of music was to develop the aesthetic poten• 
tials of the student, and to give him emotional outlets tor 
hia feelings. Therefore, the ·degree to which the text 
stimulates the imagination is very important. Christy refers 
to it as the "power ot 1magery"(7:92) 1 and Jones makes the 
following statement as a criteria of text imagery: 
It the ideas are prosey, and badly stated, there is 
neither an excuse tor beautiful music, which would over-
adorn the plainness ot the text, nor any grounds tor 
enthusiaam on the part of the chorus. The words should 
be simple and plain, with no strange or unusual terms to 
contuse the hearer, and yet with a suggestive imagery 
which lifts it above the level of the commonplace.(l7:57) 
Suitability of the Text 
There is one more consideration in reference to the 
text before turning to the music, namely, whether or not the 
text is suitable to a vocal setting. Some texts might contain 
too many words which would be awkward to sing or sustain a 
tone on, and some ot them may lose. some ot their beauty it 
set to music, tor their beauty may lie. in the sound ot the 
words as well as the meaning ot the words, and a vocal 
setting oould detract rather than add to the poem. There-
tore, it should not be assumed that because a poem is good 
it will automatically sound well when set to music. 
C. THE MUSIC 
Qpalitx ot the Kusic 
.. 
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General musical worth. The tirst general concern ot 
any director looking at a selection is the quality of the 
music. This is not only the most important criteria, but 
also the most difficult to evaluate. One concept of good 
music is that the music has stood the test of time, is 
considered a masterpiece, and has historical prestige. In 
other words, it was written by a composer who is recognized 
as being great. ~so, the best music is apt to be considered 
intellectual, serious, and permanent when contrasted to music 
which is light and easily understood. 
Leonhard and House place good music in catagories of 
good and great. They feel that good music is not as deep as 
great music, and one of the elaments {melody, harmony, 
rhythm.) is stressed more than the other two, so that there 
is a lack of integration. Good music appeals to specific 
.. 
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feelings, whereas great music expresses the nlife et feel-
ing.• It is an insight into the torm and structure of human 
feeling. "Great music expresses symbolically the lite ef 
feeling which cannot be expressed through language or any 
other mediUDl or human expression."(22:93) Leonhard and 
House feel that good and great music are similiar in that 
they both express • ••• the composer's conception ot the 
stress-release form of human experience."(22:89) 'he differ-
ence between them is the • ••• subtlety of expression and 
the abstractness ot expression.•(22:90) 
Leonhard and House state two criteria to use in 
determining the worth of the music: 
1. Do its tonal pattena exhibit the rhythm._of 
struggle and fulfillment which is anologous tot.the form 
of human feeling and in which the pertor.mer or listener 
caa find feelingtul import? 
2. Is the music put tQSether with expert craftaman-
sh1p?(22:89) 
KrQne feels that music teachers who work with many 
students and are trying to reach as many students gs possible, 
need to look at a piece and determine its worth in relation 
to the group that will be using it. In other words, the 
director needs to start where the students are and by using 
music that is vital melodically, harmonically, contrapuntally 
and rhythmically, lead them to higher levels of experience 
and appreoiation.(l9:97•9i) Sunderman expresses the same 
idea in a somewhat different manner. He asks it the songa 
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"• •• keep the common touch, yet carry the listener a little 
beyond his present state of development in order that music 
education march forward."(J4:S9) 
AaGther factor in determining the worth of the music 
is whether it possesses individuality and charm rather than 
being co.mmonplace and dull. 
Musical setting 2£ 1S! !!!!• Jones, in his discussion 
of the worth of music stresses the importance of the words a 
and music agreeing in rhythm and accent, the musical climaxes 
agreeing with the textual climaxes, and the musical for.m 
agreeing with the for.m of the text.(l7:60-61) The music 
must enhance the text and agree in its mood and style with 
that of the text or it shouldn't be used. If a poem is good 
but the musical setting poor, the piece should not be sung. 
Arrangements. If a piece has been arranged, it is 
wise to check the original to see if the arrangement has 
kept the mood of the original. Many works which are too 
difficult tor junior high students to perform have been taste-
fully arranged, but there are some which have changed the 
original to the ·e-nent that it bas lost its originality. 
Others have made songs which were s im.ple in style too elabo-
rate and have eliminated the charm originally :found in the 
songs. Krone believes that an arrangement or a folk song 
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should keep the "• •• spirit ot the song and of the people 
who •risinated it."(l9:98} 
PartWriti.ng 
Vocal style ~ speed !! ~ parts. !here are several 
questions which can be posed in relation to the voice parts. 
In determining whether the part writing is good, Krone asks: 
"Is the part writing vocal rather than instrumental er pian-
istic?"(l9:9S) Cooper asks it the articulation speeds are 
geared to the junior high level.{9:toreward) With young 
voices, the parts must not be too rapid, for the students will 
not be able to sing them well and sloppy performances will be 
the result. It is particularly difficult for the boys• 
voices, because, since their Yeices are changing, they are 
more uncertain ot what the7 will do, aad need more time to 
execute difficult passages. The boys whose voices have 
changed, and are singing the baritone or bass part have usually 
aot had enough experience in using their new voice to be able 
to handle fast moving parts. Chord skips are often good for 
the bass part and all parts can do well with diatonic pas• 
sages and simple skips, but extensive chromaticism and 
uausual skips should be avoided. 
Melodic interest. Every singer enjoys singing the 
melody, at some time, and although it is not possible for 
everyone to sing the melody all of the time, it is wise to 
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check the individual parts to see if they at least contain 
some melodic interest some of the time, rather than being 
merely repetitive. Cooper, in making suggestions for 
choral arrangers, stresses the idea of giving the melody to 
each part when possible, and at least having each part move 
with its own melodic interest liae.{9:foreward) 
General Considerations 
Acoompapiment. No glee club should limit itself to 
ainging only accompanied or a cappella music. The music 
education p~ogram is striving to give as varied an experience 
to every student as possible, and there is a wealth of music 
of both kinds which should not be excluded from the repetoire 
at the juaior high school chorus. When choosing an accompa-
nied piece, Goodhart suggests that one looks to see if the 
accompaniment is musical and within the scope of the junior 
high school pianist.(38:220) dOnes feels the accompaniment 
should not be showy, elaborate or contrapuntal to the extent 
that it detracts from the voice parts. The accompaniment 
should contribute to the voice parts and not merely dupli-
cate tham.(l7:61) 
Solos. If solos are present in a choral work, are 
they within the abilities ot junior high students? If not, 
could they be done by a small section ot the chorus? 
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Olaritz. It is advisable to look at the general 
printing ot the song to see it it is readable. It the 
directions are hard to read or understand and the parts look 
cluttered, it is necessary to consider whether the song is 
wca'th the time needed te learn it. 
,Appeal. The purpose aDd difficulty ot the song in 
the chorua's repetoire and the audience appeal are not 
·criteria which can be determined in general, but the direc-
tor can have a specific instance in mind and ask hiraself 
some of the following questions given by different paople: 
Goodhart asks if the music tits the ·size ot the group and is 
challenging to the students.(38:220) Krone also asks if the 
song is "• •• suitable to the stage of development of the 
students, and it it is to be pertor.med in public, is is suit-
able to the audience who will hear it?(l9:98) Krone goes on 
to ask it it serves a particular purpose in a program or in 
the group's repetoire.(l9:98) dGnes agrees with Krone that 
the purpose of the piece is necessary to have in mind when 
looking at music, and the audience appeal should be taken into 
consideration.(l7:62) 
The ccampilation of this chapter can be found in the 
appendix as a list ot criteria with suggested rating scales. 
CHAP!Bil VI 
SUIIMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purposes of this study were as follows: (1) to 
examine the development ef the junior high school movement 
and tae purpose of music education in the junior high school; 
(2) to discuss the physi~al, mental, emotional, and social 
characteristics of the adolescent; and (3) to establish a 
set of criteria for the selection of junior high school choral 
music. 
The information for this study was found in books, 
periodicals, theses, and pamphlets which dealt with the junior 
high school, its music program, and the adolescents in the 
junior high school. 
A set of criteria for use in judging choral music 
suitable for the junior high school was evolved from the 
information taken from the sources already mentioned. These 
criteria ~re then appliea to representative choral numbers. 
This material is included in the Appendices of the study. 
I. SUMIIARY 
This study was divided into the divisions stated in 
the problem, viz., music education in the junior high school, 
the adoleaoeat of the junior high school grades, and choral 
music and its criteria at the junior high school level. 
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A. MUSIC EDIDATION IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL 
Development ,2! !S!, juaior ~ school. Research 
indicated that, pre•ious to 1900, the American educational 
system consisted of eight years of elementary school and 
four years of high school. However, educators felt there 
were weaknesses in this plan, and due. to factors such as 
pupil drop-out, duplication of studies, inadequate teacher 
preparation, and the development of a psychology which 
stated that age 12 was more suitable than 14 for the start 
of secondary education, committees were appointed to study 
the problem. 
One of the first important committees was the 
Committee of Ten, which, in 1892, recommended a 6·6 plan of 
education. This idea was supported by the Committee on 
College Entrance Requirements. 
The beginning of the division of secondary education 
into two schools, junior and seBiqr, came primarily in the 
1910s. The reasons tor the junior high school were discovered 
to be to provide for the needs of the adolescent, to give him 
chances to explore his interests and abilities, to allow for 
individualization of the teaching program, and to provide 
more continui~y between the elementary and secondary educa-
tion. Two school systems that pioneered in the junior high 
school movement were Berkeley, California, and Columbus, Ohio. 
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The contemporary functions of the junior high school 
were found to be those of integration, exploration, guidance, 
differentiation, socialization, and articulation. 
Music education !!!. !!!! jrmior ~ school. Early 
music programs in the junior high school were found to be 
much like those in the high school. However, an awareness 
ot the adolescent's distinguishing characteristics led to 
changes. 
It was evidenced that one ot the important phases ot 
music in the schoels was appreciation, possibly due to the 
inven~ion of the phonograph. Memorization of facts was first 
stressed, as illustrated by the attention given to the Music 
Memory Contest. In this contest, memorization of factual 
information relating to music was more often stressed than 
musical enjoyment or understanding. 
!he importance of music as a socializing force and 
emotional e·xpression began to come to the foreground in the 
late twenties and early thirties. This was also a time of 
re-evaluation of teacher-education programs, tor if music 
were goiDg to help the child develop, the muaio teacher 
aae..aed more than specialized musical knowledge. 
K•search showed that the curriculum recommended tor 
the junior high school consisted of general music classes in 
which participation was required of everyone, and elective 
courses in both vocal and instrumental fields. 
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The prevalent philosophy today:waa disoovered to be 
the education of the whole child. Music had an important 
part to play in this education. Among the child's needs 
which were emphasized was the need to express, experience, 
and share emotions. Educators felt that music could provide 
the child with one of the vehicles of expression. Various 
authorities felt the primary purpose of music education was 
to disseminate the cultural aspects of music as an art. 
They listed other purposes of music education as follows: 
towach students about other peoples; to give them opportu-
nities to develop knowledge, appreciation, and skill in music; 
to educate them in the use of music outside the school; and 
to help them to use music as an avocation. Authorities also 
telt that music could be used to release tensions, to develop 
social relationships, and, in1.addition, they felt that the 
school music program should recognize and develop the musically 
lifted child. 
B,. CH.lRACT.ERISTIOS OF THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PUPIL 
PhYsical. Adolescence was treated as a period ot 
growth. This growth was said to be rapid and to vary with 
each adolescent. Authorities maintained that the child not 
only has to cope with a bojy that is growing larger and lQnger, 
but his sexual development also brings problems of adjustment. 
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Another physical development which received much emphasis 
was the changing voice. This change is particularly notice-
able in the boys, whose voices not only change in quality 
but also drop in pitch. This changing voice of the boy was 
referred to as alto-tenor, oambiata, boy-tenor, or changing 
voice, and was said to be characteriz•d<;by a reedy quality 
and the range could be small or large. 
Mental and emotional characteristics. During adoles-
cence, almost half of the child's mental growth was said to 
occur. The most important phase of this development was 
stated as being an increase in the ability to reason and see 
relat ionabipa. 
Authorities declared that the child's emotional 
, growth is evidenced in various ways. He becomes easily 
infatuated and falls in and out of love many times; he 
worries ever many things, one of the most important being 
his appearance; he desires to look like everyone else; and 
he wishes to grow at the same rate ot sp~ed as his peers. 
Social characteristics. The peer group was felt to 
be the motivatiDSforce in the child's lite, tor this group 
provides him with opportunities to learn the role of an adult 
in society, and it gives him friends and companions. Unfor-
tunately, this grouping is not always healthy. The child's 
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tendency to seek out those who are of the same social, racial, 
and economic background sometimes creates feelings of preju-
dice. 
C. CHORAL ORGANIZATION 
Purpose !! !a! select choral organization. There 
were many reasons given for the inclusion of a choral organi-
zation in the junior high school music program. The most 
important of these was to giTe the musically talented student 
opportunities for more advanced and satisfying musical experi-
ences and knowledge than that offered in the general music 
class. The select group was telt to provide additional 
literature tor the other students to become familiar with, 
through performances a~ concerts and assemblies. 
It has been said that the music groups provide the 
adolescent with WQrth-while actiTities to join, and can be 
leavening agents in any poor social grouping that may have 
taken place in the child's lite outside ot school. The choral 
group was felt to be one of the easiest to tor.m, due to the 
lack ot equipment required. The mixed chorus was recommended 
by many as being one ot the most desirable because it gives 
all voices a chance to participate and due to the range ot 
pitch possible with all voices present, no one part needs to 
be too demanding. Further, the literature tor this group is 
more extensive than that tor just boy's or girl's groups. 
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D. CRITERIA 
~ range and tes!itura. Authorities have maintained 
that the voice of the junior high school student is in a 
process of change and must be handled caretullr or damage 
may result. When a diredtor selects music tor his choral 
groups, he must be sure that the ranges of the voice parts 
are possible for his students to sing, and that the tessitura 
is suitable. 
The range of the soprano was recommended as being from 
middle C to F2, with the tessitura lying between nl and D2. 
!he soprano quality is light at this age and extremes of the 
range should not be used extensively. 
Many educators felt that there is no true alto in the 
junior high school in that the quality is not rich enough. 
There is, however, a lowering of the range in the girl's voice 
which provides the chorus with'-'&11 alto section. It was sugges-
tec1 that the middle range be used predeminantly. The recom-
mended range is from small a to cl, with the tessitura from 
middle C to B~. 
Educators have said that the boy's changing voice may 
contain from tour or five notes te over an octave, so it is 
difficult to determine the ranse for the alto-tenor. Small 
t to el as the range, and small g to G1 as the tessitura were 
recommended. With regard to the bass, the suggaste~ range was 
given as being batweep great A and ~ with the tessitura from 
amall c to middle o. 
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~ !!!i• In considering the text of a choral work, 
authorities suggest that one of the first elements the direc-
tor should examine is the literary worth of the text. Besides 
being worth-while literature, it should also be of interest 
to junior high students, and the ideas should be expressed 
clearly and with imagination. An additional criteria would 
be the suitability of the text to a vocal setting • 
.!!!!! music. The quality of the music was given as an 
important criteria, but difficult to evaluate. Great music 
has been said to express the ~life of teeling.w The crafts-
manship employed in putting the composition together is also 
indicative of the quality of the music. The rhythm, style, 
and form of the music should agree with the rhythm, mood, and 
form of the poem. I.f the piece is arranged, it should keep 
the spirit of the original. 
In determining the excellence of the part writing, it 
was recommended that a director examine the music to see if 
the writing is vocal rather than instrumental, is not too deman-
ding in its speed tor the young voices, and contains melodic 
interest in all of the Yoice parts. 
It was felt that the accoDLpaaiment should enhance rather 
than duplicate the voice parts, and if solos are present, it 
is usually preferable that they be within the ability range 
ot the junier high school student. The printing of the music 
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should be clear aad easy to follow and the appeal of the song 
to both the students and the audience should be evaluated by 
the director before choosing the music. 
II. CONCLUSIONS 
Ia examining the literature which is concerned with 
the junior high school music program, it was concluded that: 
(1) although there has been much attention given to the 
juaior high school in general, and to the purposes and curri-
culqa of the music educatioa program at this level, the 
majority of the sources felt that there was insufficient, 
suitable music available tor thia age group; {2 ) there was 
not enough application et available information to the junior 
high school music education program; {3) the select choral 
organization is a necessary part of a complete music educa-
tion program; and (~) in order to choose suitable music for 
any age group, a director aaads to establish a set of criteria 
fer use ·in the enluation ef music. 
It was telt that, if the standards of choral music are 
to be raised in the junior high school, (l) it is necessary 
that prospective teachers b'e well-prepared in the philosophy 
of the juaior high school, (2) that they understand the 
characteristics of the adolescent, and (3) that they have a 
knowledge of the music potentiaL of their students. Further, 
the resources necessary tor the implementation of a good 
program. need to be available to the teacher. 
III. RECOMMENDATIONS 
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From the information gained in this study, the follow-
ing recommendations are· made: 
1. Music teachers should possess arranging skills so 
that, with limited music budgets, they would be able to pro-
vide their students with some music within their range, 
interest, and ability. 
2. ~ualified and experienced teachers should evaluate 
and publish information about existing choral works which are 
suitable fer junior high school voices. 
). Those with talents in composing and arranging 
could publish more songs written specifically. for the junior 
high school student. 
4. The criteria established here should be applied 
by different educators to representative musical selections 
to test its effectiveness. 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
In answering the questions below, where bra¢kets) { ) 
occurred, the following number scale was used: 
5-excellent 
4-very good 
3-good 
2-fair 
1-poor 
Beneath the sub-heading concerning the difficulty of the parts, 
the scale for the degree of difficulty {E for easy, M for 
moderately difficult, D for difficult) was used with an average 
junior high chorus in mind. This group would probably consist 
of five percent non-readers, forty-five percent rote-learners. 
thirty-five percent rote-note readers with good experience in 
reading music, and fifteen percent who were good readers, 
probably with instrumental background. 
I. Range and Tassi tura 
{The following ranges for junior high voices are 
generally agreed upon by educators as being the most desirable. 
With these ranges in mind, the questions concerning the parts 
given belew were answered}. 
Soprano range-middle C to Gf Tessitura•------~ to F2 
Alto range-----small a to c Tessitura-------C to Bf 
Alto-tenor-----amall f to Cy Tessitura-small g to G 
Bass range-----great A to D Tessitura-small c to C 
A. Soprano 
1. The range of the soprano is ( 
2. The tessitura of the soprano is ( 
B. Alto 
l. The range of the alto is ( 
2. The tessitura of the alto is ( 
) 
) 
} 
) 
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c. Alto-tener r 
1. The range of the alto-tenor is ( ) 
2. The tessitura of the alto-tenor is ( ) 
D. :Bass 
1. The range of the bass is ( ) 
2. The tessitura of the bass is ( } 
II. Text 
A. The value of the poem, in meeting standards of 
good taste is ( ) 
:e .• The value of the poem, if read aloud is ( ) 
c. The clarity of the ideas and suitability of the 
vocabulary to the junior high student is ( ) 
D. The expressiveness and imagination of the text 
is ( ) 
E. The suitability of the text for a vocal setting 
is ( ) 
F. The appeal of the subject matter to the junior 
high student is ( ) 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. The style of the parts as being vocal rather 
than instrumental is ( ) 
2. The degree to which all the parts contain 
melodic interest is ( ) 
3. The difficulty Gf the parts, taking into 
consideration speed of the music, skips and 
chromaticism, places the parts in the follow-
ing categories: 
_soprano 
Alto 
-Alto-tenor 
-Bass 
B. Q..uaiTty of the muBic 
1. The quality of the piece is ( ) 
2. The degree to which the musical setting is 
in keeping with the mood of the text is ( ) 
3. The arrangement, in keeping with the original 
is ( ) 
c. General considerations 
1. The degree to which the musical setting •nhances 
the voice parts is ( ) 
2. The degree to which the solos are in keeping 
with the abilities of the junior high student 
) is ( 
3. The clarity of the printing is ( ) 
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CRITERIA :FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
ee~Q .. •/Arranger Robr;t~uraett 
!itle Ye B~aail S ea 
PubliSher ay FISCher 
Aoo.~Unaoo ._L_Instru. As:o._Type 
SATB 
Voicing(,.~AATTBB) Nuaber....,._po.j..:...,..z __ 
Price • 
of song Sco~tt~l~s~h----
Use numbers 5-exoellent 4-very good 3-good 2-fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Teasitura 
2 . 1 2 Soprano range-middle C to G r"ressi tura.------D to F 
Alto range-----small a to of Tessitura-------o to Bt 
Alto-tenor-----amall f to C Tessitura-small g to G 
Baas raage-----great A to ~ Tessitura-amall c to C 
A. Soprano range ( 5 ) 
Soprano tassitura( 5 ! 
B. Alto range ( 5 
Alto tessitura ( S 
0. .A.l to-tenor range ( Jt. ) 
Alto-tenor tessitura( 5 ) 
D. Bass range ( 5 ) 
Baas tessitura ( 3 ) 
II. Text 
A. Value of poem - standards· ot good taste 
B~ Value or poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas. suitability of vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness and imagination of text 
E. Suitability tor vocal setting 
:r. Subject matter appeal to j~or high student 
III. Music 
.&.. Part writing 
1. Style of parts as vocal (( 5
5 
) 
2. Melodic interest in all parts ) 
3. Difficulty of parts (E-easy M-moderate »-difficult) 
D Soprano 
DAlto 
DAlto-tenor 
DB ass 
B. ~uai!ty ot music 
1. ~uality of the piece ( 5 ) 
2 • .&creement ot muaic aad text mood (( 5 }) 
3. Q,uality ot arraageaent 
C. General consideratiou 
1. Degree aocaapaniment enhances voice parts ~ ) 
2. Soloa keeping to jWli.or high ability ) 
3. Clarity ot the printing 3 ) 
CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Voiciq SATB ~~~~~~~~~~----~Number 1997 
Price ,15 ~--~--.-~~~~----~----o~t~s-ong~ C4ristsas 
Use numbers 5-excellent 4-very good 3-good 2-fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle C to G2 Tessitura-------Dl to F2 
Alto range-----amall a to Cl Tessitura-------o to Bl 
Alto-tenor-----small t to al Tessitura-small g to G1 
Bass range-----great A to Dl Tessitura-small c to C 
A. Soprano range ( ; ) a. 
Soprano tessitura( ; l Alto-tenor rm ge ( ; ) Alto-tenor tessitura( ; ) 
B. J.lto range ( 5 D. 
Alto tessitura ( ; Bass range ( 5 ) Bass tessitura ( 4 ) 
II. Text 
A. Value of poem - standards of gGod taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas,. suitability of vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness aad 1mag1aatioa of vocabulary 
E. Suitability tor vocal settiag 
F. Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
III. Music 
J.. Part writing 
1. Style of parts as Toca1 
2. :U.lo41o interest ia a~l parts 
). Difficulty of parts (E-easy M-moderate D-difficult) 
~eprano 
-r-A.lto 
~to-tenor 
JrBass 
B. Quality of music 
1. "ual. i ty of piece 
2. Agreement of music and text m.ood ). Quality of the arrangement 
a. General consideratioaa 
1. Degree aocom.paaia.ent enhances voice parts 
2. Solos keeping to junior high ability 
J, Clarity of printing 
( 4 } ( 4 ) 
! ; ) t ~ 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JlliiOR HIGH fJlHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Use auabers ;-excellent 4-~er.r good )-good 2-tair 1-poor 
I. Range aad Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle C te G~ Tessitura-------nl to ~2 
Alto rauge-----amall a to C Tessitura-------c to Bl 
Alte-teaor-----aaall t to cl Tessitura•amall g to Gl 
Bass ranae-----great A to Dl Tessitura•amall c to C 
94 
A. Soprano range { ; ) c. Alto-teaor range ~ ; ) 
Soprano tessitural 5 l Alto-tenor tessitura 5 ) 
B. Alto raqe I D. Bass range ; ) 
JJ.to tessitura 4 Baas tessitura { 4. ) 
II. Ten 
A. Value ot poem - standards ot good taste 
B. Value ot peem - read aloud 
c. Clarity ot ideas, suitaD1lity of Tocabulary 
D. Expressiveness and i.u.giut ioa ot text 
E. Suitability tor Tocal aettin& 
F• Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Style ot parts as vocal 
2. Melodic interest ia all parts ). Dittioulty ot parts 
(E-easy M-moderate D-diffioult) 
• Soprano 
1-JU..lto 
Alto-tenor 
ass 
B. ~ 1 ot music 
1. Quality of the piece 
2. Agreement ot music and text mood 
3. ~uality of arrancement 
c. General considerations 
1. Degree aeoompuiaent entaanees voice parts 
2. Solos keeping to juaior high abilitr 
3. Clarity of printia& 
~ ; I) ~ ; 
{ 5 { 4 
{ 4 ) { 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Composer/Arranger Gustav Holst . :. 
Title Jlicl..;Wiater . , 
Publisher . ~ Fiaoher 
Voicin~TB Number 
Price .o 
seq Chr~l-st.u.i""· ......_s_· -Aoc._uaacc. Iiatru. A.co._TY'Pi of 
' Use numbers 5-exoellent ~-very good 3-good 2-tair 1-poor 
Range and !essitura 
Sepraao raage-mid4le C to ~ Tessitura-------~ 
Alto raage-----amall a to C Tessitura-------G 
Alto-tenor-----small t to cl !essitura-------g 
Bass range-----great A to ~ !essitura-amall c 
A. Soprano range ( ~ ) C. Al to-teaor range ( 3 ) 
Sopraao tessitura! S ) Alto-tenor tessitura( ) ) 
B. Alto range S ) :D. Bass ruge ( 3 ) 
Alto tessitura 5 ) Baas tessitura ( ) ) 
II. Te~~ 
.&.. Value ot poUl - staadarcls ot gGod taste 
B. Value ot poem - read aloud 
c. Clar1~Y of ideas, suitability ot vocabulary 
D. Expresai veness aad i.Jia&ination ot the text 
z. Suitability tor vocal setting 
F. SUbject matter appeal to junior high student 
III. Kuaic 
.A.. Part wri tiq 
1. Style ot parts as vocal 
2. Melodic interest ia all parts 
.). Difficulty ot parts (E-easy D-dittioult K-.moderate) 
.E Soprano 
-r-Alto 
~Alto-tenor 
TBass 
B. Quality of music 
1. Quality ot piece 
2. Agreement ot music aad text mood 
.). ~uality ot acooapaniment 
c. General considerations 
·1. Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos keeping to jUDior high ability 
3. Clarity ot the printing 
! ~ I) ( 5 
~ ~ ( ,. ) 
( 4 ) ( 3 ) 
Pl 
( ~ ! 2 ) 
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ORI'f'JCRIA FOR CHOOSING roNIOll HIGH SCHOOL MUSIC 
Composer/ .. waa8e• Klie S1ei!tister 
Title ;to-ai-aaaa Gala . 
Publisher Thegiore Presfll 
.toe.~U.u.oo._Illatrla. Aao._Type 
(alto sole) 
Voicing p 
Number3l ~4(hss 
Price .20 
of aong sguare dance 
Use numbers ;-excellent 4•very good 3-good 2-fair l-poor 
I. RaDge and Teaaitura 
Soprano ranse-aiddle C te G2 lessitura-------~ to !~ 
Alte range-----small a to Cl 'essitura-------o to ~ 
Alto-tenor-----small t to cl Tessitura-amall g tto Gl 
Baas range-----great A to Dl Teasitura-small • to C 
A. Soprano range ( 5 } c. Alto-tenor range ( S ) 
Soprano tessitura( S ) Al. to-tenor tessitura( 5 l 
B. Alto raage ( 5 ) D. Bass range ( 5 
Alto tessitura ( S ) Btss tessitura ( 5 
II. Text 
A. Value of po• - standards et good taste 
~. Value of poem - read aloud 
o. Clarity of ideas, suitability ot vocabulary 
D. BXpressi veness and imagination of text 
:1. Suitability tor vocal setting 
F. Subjeot matter appeal te junior high student 
III. lluaio 
A• Part writing 
1. Style et parts aa veoal 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Difficulty of parts (K-easy M-moderate ~difficult) 
..J!J3eprane 
..JLAlto 
ll Alto-tenor 
-y-Bass 
B. Q.ua!Ity Gt the music 
1. Quality of the piece 
2. A&reement ot musie aad text mood 
3. ~lity of arraagemeat 
o. General ooasider•tieaa 
1. Decree acoompaaiaeat enhances voice parts 
2. Selos keeping te junior high ability 
3. Clarity ot the printing 
( 4 ) ( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Oeaposer/Jrranger F.A, Gevaert 
Title A Joyous Christmaa Sopg 
Publisher H.W. Gray 
Aeo,_Unaco,::z=tnatru. Aoo._Type of 
' Voicing SA.TB 
Number 11 
Price ,20 
soq Christmas 
Use numbers 5-exoellent 4-Tery good )•good 2-tair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
.. 
Sopraao ranse-middle c to G2 Tesaitura-------nl 
Alto raage-----amall a to ol !easitura-------c 
Alto-tenor-----small t to cl Tessitura-amall g 
Bass range-----great A to nl Tesaitura-amall c 
to Fa 
to~ 
to al 
to C 
A. Soprano range ( 5 
Soprano tesaitura~ 5 
Alto-tenor range ( 5 } 
Alto-tenor tessitura( 5 ) 
B. Alto range 5 Bass range ( 5 } 
Alto tessitura ) Baas tessitura · ( ~ ) 
II. Text 
~. Value or poem - staadarda of good taste 
B, Value or poam - read aloud 
C, Clarity or ideas, suitability or vocabulary 
D, Expresaigeness and imaginatioA ot teXt 
E, Suitability tor vocal setting 
p, Subject matter appeal to juaior high student 
III. Kusio 
A, Part writing 
1. Style of parts as vocal 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Difficulty ot parts (E-easy M•moderate D-ditticult) 
M Soprano 
TAl to 
MAJ. to-tenor 
MBass 
B.. 'lua'fity or music 
1. ~uality or the piece 
2. Agreement of music aad text mood ). Q.uality of arrangement 
c. General considerations 
1. Degree accompaniment eahances voice parts 
2, Solos keeping to junior high ability ). Clarity of tlie printing 
( 5 ) ( 5 ) { 3 ) 
~ 5 ) 
( ' ~ 
( 4 ) 
( 5 l 
Pl 
~ l ( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL·MUSIC 
~~~~~~==~----------~V~oicingSATB 
umber 114 ~--~--~~~~~~~~~~l~a~h-e_r_a-------~Price ,25 
e ot soag secular 
Use numbers 5-excelleat 4-Ter7 goed 3-good 2-tair 1-poor 
I. HRuge aad Teaaitura 
Sopraae raage-middle a te a2 Teasitura-------Dl to y2 
Alto raage-----small a to Cl Teasitura•------c to Bl 
Alto-tenor----8Dlall t -t;o cl Tessi tura-11.1D8.ll S to GJ. 
Bass range-----great Ate Dl Tesaitura•amall c to C 
A. Soprano ra.age { 5 ) a, 
Soprano tessitura( ; ) 
B. Alto range { 5 ) D. 
Alto-tenor range ( 5 } 
Alto-tenor tessttura{ 5 ) 
Alto tessitura ( • ) 
Baas range ( ; ) 
Bass tessitura ( 4 ) 
II. Text 
J., Value of peem .. staadards of good taste 
a. Value of poem • read aloud 
C. llari t7 ef ideas·, sui tabili t7 of Tocabulary 
D. ExpresaiTeaesa aad iaasiaatioa or text 
m. Suitability ter TOeal setting 
F, Subject matter appeal to juaior high student 
III. Music 
A. Part wri tins 
1. Style of parts as Tocal 
2. Melodic iatere·st in all parts 
3. Ditticulty ot parts 
(E-easy M-moderate D-4ift1cult) 
Soprano · 
-Alto 
-Alto-tenGr 
-.a ••• 
B, ~rrt'y ot · the .-uai.e 
l. 'uality ot the pieee 
2. A&feement ot muaio aad text mood 
3 • Q,Uali ty of the arrangement 
c~ General consideratioaa 
1. Degree acoom.pa.rd.aeat eahances Toice parts 
2• Solos keeping to junior high ability 
), Clarity ot the printias 
( 4 ) ( 4- ) ( 4 ) ·, 
( 5 ! ( 5 ( 3 
( 5 ) ( 4- ) 
( 5 ) 
( 5 ) ( ; ) 
( ) 
l 4 ~ 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
l•t•ft•/Arraager J, Vitra Braadao 
21il§ Ia Baia Town 
Ace ._uaacc .~Iilstru •. A.oc ._Tjp, or Publisher ~L kjoa 
Voicing SATB 
Number lt504 
Price"'!"'·~·l .. S~~. 
song Brazilian rolk:-
Use numbers 5-txoellent 
song 
4-Tery good )-good 2-rair 1-poor 
I. Raage and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle c to G2YTtss1tura-------Dl te F2 
Alto raqt·----ama.ll a te Ct Ttss11iura------....e to Bl 
Alto-teaor-----amall t te a1 Ttssitura-amall g to Gl Bass range-----great A to D Ttasitura-amall c to C 
A. Seprano range ( S ) 0. 
Soprano ttssitura( 5 ) 
B. Alto range ( S ) D. 
Alto-tenor raage ( S ) 
Alto-tenor tess1tura( S ) 
·Alto ~essitura ( S) Bass range { S ) Bass tessitura { 5 ) 
II. Text 
A. Value or poem - staa.dards or good taste 
B, Value or poem - read aloUd 
c. Clarity or ideas• suitability or voaab~ry 
D. Expreas!Teness and imagiAatiea or text 
~. Suitability tor Tocal settiag 
F. Subject matter appeal to juaior high studttnt 
III. U:uaio 
.A., Part writing 
1. Style or parts as Tocal selection 
2. Mtledio interest in all parts ), Dittioulty ot parts 
·· (E-easy 14-.moderate D-ditticult) 
:1 Alto 
ESopraao 
-rAlto-tenor 
KBass 
B. Q.uaiiiy or the music . 
1. ~uality or the piece· · 
2. Agreement or music and text mood ), ~uality ot arraageaeat 
c. O.neral oonaideratioaa 
1, Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos keeping to junior high ability 
J, Clarity or the pri.uting 
( ) ) 
( 3 ) 
f ~ ~ ( 4 ) ( s ) 
( It ) 
( It ) . 
{ 3 ) ( It ) 
( 3 ) 
( ) 
~ 4 l 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Use numbers 5•excelleat lt•ve~ good )-good 2-tair~poor 
I. Raage aaQ Tessitura 
·sopraao range~iddle C toG! !essitura-------»1 te F2 
Alto raage---.-aaall a •• Gl !essitura-------c to al Alt~teaor----•amall r 'e cl Tessitura•amall g to Gl 
Bass range-----grea• A •• Dl Teaaitura-amall c to 0 
A. Sepruo raage ( 5 } e •. Alto-tenor range { 5 ) 
S.pru_ o tessitura~ S ) Alto-tener tessitura( 4 ) 
B. Alto ranee 5 ) D. Bass range ( ~ ) 
Alto teas1tura 2 )" Bass tessitura ( ~ ) 
II. Text 
A. Value ot poem - ataadards or good taste 
B. Value or poem - read aloud 
o. Clarity ot ideas, suitability ot vocabulary 
D. Expressi veaess and iaagiaation or text 
E. Suital»ility ror •ooal setting 
1·. Subjeot matter appeal te ju.aior high studeat 
III. Music 
A. Part.,_writiag 
1. Styla or parts as TQoal selection. 
2. •elodic interest in all parts ). Dittioulty ot parts · (E-easy M-aoderate D-ditficult) 
_..._Soprano 
Alto 
f.to-teaor 
ass 
B. Q.uailly of JRusic 
1. Quality ot the p1eoe 
2. Agreement ot muaic aad text mood ). ~uality ot the arr&a&ement 
c. Geaeral oonsiaeratioaa 
l· Degree accompaniment enhances Toice parts 
2. Solos in ~eepiag to 3ua1or high ability 
). Clarity ot the priatiD& 
( 4 ) 
( 4 ) ( s ) ( 4 ) 
( ; ) 
( ; ) 
( s ) ( ) ) 
( 4 ) ( 4 ) ( ) 
~ 1 ~ 
( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Oaaposer/~•aace• 1eaa Sibeliua 
!1 tle - ~. file of 5ii1 
Publiilier ::i:H'r Dittg .A.oo._Uaaco.~stru, Aee,_Type ot 
Veioing SATB 
Number 14.631 
Price .10 
song . aec\ilar 
Use numbers ;-excellent ~-very aeod 3-goed 2-tair 1-poor 
I. Raage and_ Tessitura 
Soprano range-m144le 0 to G2 Tessitura-------~ to Ff 
Alto :raage-----amall a to Cf Tessitura-------c to B 
Alto-teaor-----amall t te C Tessitura•amall g to al 
Bass raase-----creat A to .l !assitura-amall c to C 
A, Seprano range i Sepraao tessitura 
. B. ~;.&:Lao range 
Jlte teasitura 
II. Ttxt 
S Alto-tenor tessitura 3 . S ~ o. Alto-tenor raDge ! ) ~ 
S ll. :Baas range 3 
5 ksa tessitura ( 3 ) 
A. Value of poem - standards of good taste 
Be Value ot poem - read aloud 
c. O~ari ty- of ideas, sui ta'bili ty et vocabulary 
». Expressiveness aad iaagiaatioa ot text 
•· suitability tor vocal setting -
~. SUbjtot matter appe~ to juaior high student 
III. Music 
I 
A. Part wri ti.ug 
1. Style of parts as vocal selection , 
2, Melodic interest in all parts ), Dittioulty ot parts (1-easy ~oderate D-diffioult) 
.E :Uprano 
T"".Uto 
-r-AJ. to-tenor 
"1r.Baas 
B, ~Irty ot the .music 
1. Quality of the seltctioa 
2. AgrtULe.Rt of music an.d text mood ), Q,uality ot the arrangement 
c. General considerations 
1. Degree accompaniment eahanoes voice parts 
2. Solos ·keeping to juaior high ability 
.3, Clarity ot the print in& 
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CRITERIA. FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
a .. pe .. •/ 
Ti tle.~·~~-=-.:,;r.~rr:=;~~=.:o.l!l~......,~-----.e__w~u••.a Pultli 
Aee.~--~~avv. ___ ~-·-
Use numbers 5•excellent 4-Tery soed )•good 2-tair l•poor 
I. Baage and ~ssi tura 
So:pru.o range-middle C to G2 Tessi tura-----Dl to F2 
Alto ranse-----small a to cl ~esaitura-------o to Bl 
Alto-tenor-----small t to cl Tessitura-small g to al 
Bass range-----sreat A. to :Dl r.r.-ssi tura•sma.ll c to C 
c. Alto-tenor range ( 51 
. Al to• tenor tessi tura(S 
D. Bass range ( 4 
Bass tessi tura { 4 
A. Soprano range ( S ) ~ 
S.o:pruo tessitura ! 'J B. .U to ranse .5 · 
Alto tessitura J 
II. !'ext 
J.. Value ot poem - st8.Jl4Uds or good taste 
B. Value or poem • read aloud 
a. Claritt or ideas, auita'Dility or vocabulary 
D. Expresaiveaesa and imagination or text 
E. SUitability tor voeal setting 
J'. Subject matte'r appeal to junior high student 
l1:I.Ilusic 
A. Part writing · 
1. Style or parts as Tocal selection 
2. Melodic interest ia all parts 
3. Difficulty o:r parts (E-easy M~oderate D-41tticult) 
E Soprano 
TAl to 
EBass 
-r.uto-tenor 
B. Q,uali ty o:r the music 
1. ~uality of the selection 
2. Agreement or music and text mood 
3. Q,uality ot the arrangement 
c. Geaeral considerations 
1. ~area aoeampaniaent enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in accordance to junior high ability 
3. Clarity o:r printiq 
~ 
3 
3 
5 
( 3) 
( 3} 
( 3 ) 
( 4) 
~ 3 ~ 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Ooapeser/Arranger xoun~z-Riegser Voicing SATB 
~::r !ii9 'l'i tle . The Sl•Sih . . a Puilisl3.er . Gt fihimer ifte · 
.A.co • ..:/.._Unacc.~ ~ stru. A.eo • .....__Type or sons secular 
Use numbers 5-exce1lent ~-very good 3-good 2•fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle C to Gf Tessitura-------D1 to F2 n~o::.ran&~hif~~-.;"'.amall a to cl 'fessi tura------... o to ~~ 
4lto-tenor-----small t ~o C !essitura-aaall-g to ~ 
Bass range-----great A to ~ Tessitura-amall c to C 
Soprano tessitura A. Soprano range ~ 
B. Alto range 
Alta tessitura 
II. Text 
le-I C. A.l to-tenor range t ~ l It- Alto-tenor tessitura ) 
1e. D. Bass range · ) 
4. Bass tessitura 3 
.A.. Value or poa. - st&adards or good taste 4 
B. Value ot poem - read aloud 3 
c. Clarity ot ideas, suitability ot vocabulary S 
D. Expressiveness and ~iutioA ot text It-
•· Suitability et vocal settlag 5 
F. Subject matter appeal to junior high student 5 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Sty~ ot parts as vocal selection 
2. M•lodio interest .ot all parts ). D1tticu1ty ot parts 
lB-easy K-aoderate D-Ditticult) 
M Sopraao 
-rAlto 
"""ir.A.lto-tenor 
TBass 
B. Q,uani'y ot the music 
1. ~uality of seleotioa 
2. A&reement ot musie aad ten mood ). ~uality ot arranaement 
c. General considerations 
1. Degree aooompaaimeat enhances voice parts l 
2. Se1os in accordance with junior high ability 
3. Clarity or printing 
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ORI'IERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIUR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL IWSIO 
C:•~•au/ Arranger "f. z . . l{roat 
Title SWiss Ski !Joy 
Publisher ~·11 I. __ 
A.co.~Unaa.c,Instru • .Acc._Tn>• or 
Voicing ~TB 
Number 160 
Price .• 15 
son& Folk soy 
Use numbers 5•excellent 4•Tery good 3-good 2-rair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle C te G2 Tessitura•------~ 
Alto-range-----small a to cl Tessitura-------0 
.A.lto-tenor----•SJD&ll t to cl. Tessitura•Ulall g 
Bass ranga·----great A te Dl Tessitura-small o 
to F2 
to BJ. 
to ijl 
to C 
A, Seprano raqe 
Soprano tessitura 
a. Alto range 
Alto tessitura 
II. Text 
( s ) c~ Alto-tenor range ! ( ; l Alto-tenor tessitura ( 4 ) D, Bass range ( 4 ) Bass tessitura ( ! j 4 ) 
A. Value or peem .. standards ot good taste 
B. Value or pos .. read aloud 
c. Clarity or ideas, suitability or vocabulary 
D, Expressiveness and illagination ot text 
E. SW.tability ot vocal setting 
F, Subject matter ~ppeal to junior high student fH ( s } 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Style ot parts as voc.al selection 
2, Melodic interest in all parts ), Difficulty or parts 
(E•easy ¥-moderate ~itticult) 
:a: Soprano · · 
-rAlto 
TAl to-tenor 
TBass · 
a. Qua!Ity ot the music 
1. ~uality or seleotiea 
2. Agreement of music and text mood ). ~uality or arransement 
c. General con.sideratioas 
1. Degree accompaniment enh.an.ces voice parts ( 
2. Solos in accordance with junior high ability( ), Clarity or printing ( 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
ieaJ&&e~/Arranger No!:• ~~: Title So's I C j~ Mx Name 
Publisher ~rold ll~er 
Acc._Unacc.Instru. ~._Type or 
VoicingSSAATTB.a. 
lumber SllOO 
Price ,20 
soBg spiritual 
Use numbers 5-excellent ~-very good )-good 2-fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle C to G2 Tessitura-------nl to F2 
Alto range----small a to cl tessitura-------0 to ~ 
Alto•tenor-----amall t te o1 lessitura-amall g to al 
Bass range-----great A to Dl Tessitura-amall c to C 
A. Soprano range 
Soprano tessitura 
( ~ ) ( 5 ) 
( ~ ) ( 4 ) 
c. Alto-tenor range ( 3 ) 
Alto-tenor tessitura( 3 ) 
B. .AJ. to range 
Alto tessitura 
D. Bass range ( 3 ) 
Bass tessitura ( 3 ) 
II. Text 
A. Value or poem -standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas, suitability or vocabulary 
D, Expressiveness and iaqlnati•n or text 
E. S~itability tor vooal setting 
F• Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
liL Music 
A. Part writing 
L. Style or parts as vocal selection 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Ditf'iculty of parts 
(E-easy M•moderate D-4ifficult) 
11 Soprano 
-x-Alto 
MAlte•tenor 
MBasa 
B. Quality or the music 
1. Quality of selectioa 
2. Agreement or music aDd tex~ mood 
). ~uality or arrangement 
c. General characteristics 
l. Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in accordance to junior high ability 
3. Clarity or prillting 
( 4 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) 
( 4 ) ( 5 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 
f ! I 
( ) 
( ) 
( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Voici~· ~~~--~~~~~~~~~----------~NuaberW 0 ~--------~~--~~~~ .. ~~----_.Price · e ot SOng Folk SOD& 
Use numbers 5-excellent ~-very good 3-good 2-tair 1-poor 
I. Bange and ~essitura 
Sopraao range-middle C to G2 Teaaitura------•nl to ~2 
Alto ran&e-----amal~ f to cl !eaaitura-------c to B, 
AJ.to-tenor-----sme.ll t te cl Tessitura-aalli.g to Gl 
Bass range-----great A to nl Teasitura-amall o to C 
J.. Sopraao ra.cg• 
Sopraao tessitura 
B. Alto range 
Alto tessitura 
~ ~ l ( 5 ( .. C. Alto-tenor range ( 4 ~ Alto-tenor tessitura(4 D. Bass range ( 5 Bass tessi tura ( 5 
II. ~•xt 
A. Value or poem • staadarda ot good taste s.- Value ot poe. • read aloud 
o. Clarity or ideas, suitability ot vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness aDd 1ma$ination ot text 
~. Suitability tor vocal setting 
Y. SUbject matter appeal to juaior high student 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Style ot parts as vocal selection 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Ditticulty or parts (E·•••Y M-moderate ~difficult) 
...L.Seprano · 
J: AJ.te 
T'41te-tenor 
:a. Q,ualitJ !~•:he music 
1. Q,uality ot the selection 
2. Agreement of music aad text mood 
3. Q.uality ot the arrangement 
c. General consideratioaa 
1. Degree acoGm.puiaent enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in accordance to junior high ability 
3. Clarity ot printing 
t t l 
{ ) 
( ) 
( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Oea,eee•/Arranger Smi~h Veioin& SAT.B(SAABT Title Rid_e_t~h~e~a~h-ar~l~o~t--------------~Bumber~6i$ 
Publisher· Neil A. ltjea Price ,20 
Aoo. ____ Unaoo.:it:Instru. Aeo. ____ Type of song spiritual 
Use numbers 5-exoellent ~very good 3-geod 2-fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle Q to G2 Tessitura------Dl to F2 
Alto range-----small a to cl 7essitura-------c to Bl 
Alto-tenor-----small f to cl 7essitura-small g tto Gl 
Bass range-----great A to Dl Tessitura-small c to C 
A. Soprano range 
Soprano tessitura 
B. Alto range 
Alto tessitura 
( 4- ) 
( 4- l) ( 5 
a. Alto-tenor range ( 5 l 
. Alte-tenor tessitura( 5 
D. Bass range { 4 
( 5 Bass tessitura { 4 ) 
I:t. Text 
A. Value of poem - standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity ot ideas, suitability of vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness and imagination of text 
B. Suitability for vocal setting 
F. Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
III. Muaic 
A. Part writing 
1. Style.of parts as vocal selection 
2. Melodic interest ia all parts 
3. Difficulty of parts {E•easy M-.oderate D-4itficult) 
..!!..Soprano 
!l Alto 
M .ll to-tenor 
"'1l""'sas a 
B;, Q.ualii'f of the music 
1. ~uality of the selection 2. ~reement of music and text mood 
3. ~uaJ.i ty of arraagement 
c. $eneral consideratioaa 
1. Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in accordance to junior high ability 
3, Clarity of printing 
( 4 ) 
{ 4 ) 
{ ; ) 
( It ) ( s ) 
( 5 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING 1UNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Oeplposer/.A»»uae• N•riWl Voicing SATB 
f1 tle . ~~· .Ana• lwaber 5100 
PubliaherNrlJ;. Kl\os = Prioe_-:"'•=-=1 .. 5...._ 
Aoo._Unaoe.::L;itru. Aco._TY'Pe of song sacred 
Use numbers 5-exoelleat 4-very good 3-good 2-fair l•poor 
I. Range and Tesaitura 
So_prano,~nge•.middle C to G2 Tessitura-------nl to F2 
&$ot:.raq------sm.all a to cl 'l'easitura-------c to :al Alt~teaor-----amall t to 2f Tessitura-small g to Gl 
Bass range-----great A to D- Tessitura-amall c to C 
A. Soprano range ~ 5 ~ Soprano tessitura 
5
;
5 
:a. Uto rallge 
Alto tessitura 
a. Alto-tenor range ! s l Alto-tenor tessitura 
3
4
3 
D. Bass range 
B.as~ tessitura 
II. Text 
A. Value of poem - standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas, suitability of Yooabulary 
D. Expressiveness aad imagination ot text 
E. Suitability for vocal •ettinf 
F. B•bjeot matter ap~eal to jun or high student 
III. Kusio 
A. Part writillg 
1. stile of parts as vocal selection 
2. Me odie interest in all parts ). Difficulty of parts 
(E~easy ¥-moderate D-difficult) 
.J:'Sopraao 
-rAlto 
..JL.,.Ilto-tenor 
__ll_Bass 
B. Q,ua.llty or the music 
1. ~uality of selection 
2. A&reement of music and text mood 
). Quality of the arrangement 
o. General considerations 
1. Degree aocompaaiaent eahances voice parts 
2. Solos in accordance to junior high ability 
3. Clarity of printing 
3 
3 
~ 
4 
4 
Pl 
( 3 ) 
( ) ) 
( 5 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL ~USIC 
Oomposer/Arranger Charles Tessier, Sch1ncD.ere4.Vo1cing SATB 
Title To tov•lfiirons Ri1.111ber ~ 
Publisliir '3!:!:. @oliJ~r ;piO, l?rice • 
A.oe._Unaoc,Instru, Aee,~T)"pe of song .madri&a 
Use numbers S•excellent 4-Tery aood J-good 2-fair 1-poor 
I, Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range•middle 0 to G2 Tessitura------·Dl to F2 
Alto range-----small a to Ql Tessitura-------c to Bl 
Alto tenor-----small f to cl Tessitura-small g to Gl 
Bass range-----gr•at A to nl Tessitura-amall c to C 
A. Soprano range ~ 4~5. l c. Alto-tenor range ! S l Soprano tessitura ~ Alto-tenor tessitura S B. Alto range D. Bass range J Alto tessitura Bass tessitura ) ' 
II. Texj 
A. Value of poem • standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas, suitability of vocabulary D. Express! veness and·· imagina tioa of text . 
X, Suitability tor vocal setting · · 
F. Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
III. Music 
.A., Part writing 
1, St!le or parts as vocal selection ~ 4 l 2. Me odic interest in all parts s J, Difficulty of parts (E•easy ¥-moderate D-difficult) 
ll Soprano 
"'lrAlto 
"'lr..Uto-tenor 
~ass B, ~ 1 of the music 
1. ~uality of selection I 4 l 2. Agreement of music and text mood s J, ~uality of arrangement ) 
c. General considerations 
1, Degree accom.pa.niaent enhances voice parts t ) 
2, Solos in accordance with junior high ability ) 
J,· Clarity of printing ( 4 ) 
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CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH OOHOO~ CHORAL MUSIC 
Qea~•s••/Arranger Jester Hairsten 
Title Peor Man Lazrus 
Publisher Borne, Inc, 
Voicing SATB 
Number SlOOl 
Price ,20 
Acc, ____ Unaco. ____ Instru. Acc. ____ Type of song spiritual 
Use numbers 5•excellent 4-very good 3-good 2•fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle 0 to G2 Tessitura-------nl 
Alto range-----small a to Ql Tessitura-------0 
Alto-tenor-----small f to Oi Tessitura•small g 
Bass range-----great A to D Tessitura-small e 
A. Soprano range ( s c. Alto-tenor range 
to F2 
to Bl 
to Gl 
to C 
( 4 ) 
S&prano tessitura ( 5 ~ Alto-tenor tessitura ( 4 ) 
B. Alto range ( s ) D. Bass range 
Alto tessitur~ { 
' 
) Bass tessitura 
II, Text 
A. Value of poem - standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity or ideas, suitability of vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness and imagination Qf text 
E. Suitability for vocal setting 
F. Subject matter appeal to junior high student 
Il!t Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Style of parts as vocal 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Difficulty of parts 
(E-easy M-moderate D-difficult) 
E•MSoprano 
E-li4Alto · 
E•MA.lto-tenor 
E•MBass 
B. Q..uali ty of the music 
1. Quality of the piece 
2. Agreement of music and text mood 
3. ~uality of arrangement 
C. General considerations 
1. Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in keeping to junior high ability 
3. Clarity of the printing 
( 4 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 3 } 
( 3 ) 
( ~ ) { 3 ) ( 5 ) { 4- ) 
( s ) ( 5 ) 
{~ t ~ 4 ) 
( ) 
{ j_ ) 
( 5 ) 
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CRITl!!RIA FOR CHOOSING JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CHORAL MUSIC 
Com.poser/bl'aas•• He.nry Purcell . Voicing SATB.' 
Title ~ Kaowe at, L1ird; The Slcnwts et CUr Heart a Number 376 
Publisher . E.c. Shirmer Inc. Price ,12 
Acc. ____ Unacc.~Instru. Aoc. ____ Type ~f song sacred 
Use numbers 5-exoellent 4•very good 3-good 2-fair 1-poor 
I. Range and Tessitura 
Soprano range-middle c to Gf 
Alto range-----small a to 0 ~to~tencr-----small f to ol 
Bass range-----great A te Dl 
1 2 T•ssitura-------D te F 
Tessitura-------C to Bl 
Tessitura-sm.all g to Gl 
T•ssitura-small c to C 
A. Soprano range 
Soprano tessitura ~ ~ ~ c. ( 5 ) D. { 5 ) 
Alto-tenor range ( j ) 
Alto-tenor tessitura{ 5 ) 
a. Alto range 
Alto tessitura 
Bass range ( 4 ) 
Bass tessitura ( 4 ) 
II. Text 
A. Value of poem. - standards of good taste 
B. Value of poem - read aloud 
c. Clarity of ideas, suitability of vocabulary 
D. Expressiveness and imagiaation or text 
•• Suitability for vocal setting 
F. Subject matter appeal to jun.iBr high student 
III. Music 
A. Part writing 
1. Style of parts as vocal . 
2. Melodic interest in all parts 
3. Difficulty of parts 
(~easy M-moderate D-difficult) 
..JL.Soprano 
M Alto 
E-MA.lto-tenor 
KBass 
B. Q.uali ty of the music 
1. ~uality of the piece 
2. Agreement of music and text mood 
3. ~uality of the arrangement 
c. General considerations 
1. Degree accompaniment enhances voice parts 
2. Solos in keeping to junior high ability 
3. Clarity of the printing 
( 5 ) ( 4 ) ( 4 ) ( 4 ) 
( 4 ) ( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 2 ) 
~ 5 ) ( 5 } ( ) 
L! 
